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IF YOU DON’T
LIKE IT,
CHANGE IT.
For 60 years, we’ve been working to
change the world, and we’re not about to
stop. At Monash, we see challenges as
opportunities to make things better.
It’s hard to imagine a time when the need to make positive
change has been greater than now.
We want you to help us do it.
Whether you want to change your life, your career, your
community or the world, your journey starts at Monash.
As a university with a global footprint, we know we have
to play our part in solving the problems facing the world.
That’s why all Monash students, lecturers, researchers,
professional staff, alumni and supporters contribute to
making real change.
You, too, have the opportunity to step up and make
a difference.
Are you ready?

Ready to make a change?
Click here to learn more.
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A GLOBAL
COMMUNITY
Monash University is truly a
global university. Our main
base is in Australia, but our
presence extends to locations
in China, Malaysia, Indonesia,
Italy and India. We also deliver
awards in partnership with many
international teaching institutions. Through our shared
values, experiences and goals, we are more connected
now than ever.
Each Monash campus has its own personality, and all
are friendly, welcoming communities where you’ll feel
at home.

MONASH
E X PLO R ER

Click here and
discover life at
Monash University
anytime, anywhere.

explorer.monash.edu
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MALAYSIA
Kuala Lumpur

Monash University Malaysia is our third-largest
campus, with more than 8000 students
undertaking courses offered across seven
schools.

ITALY
Prato

In the heart of Tuscany and close to Florence,
Prato is our European base where eight of
our faculties offer units covering design, law,
business and more.

INDONESIA
Jakarta

Research intensive and industry
engaged, Monash Indonesia is a
postgraduate campus for future
leaders – those seeking master’s and
PhD degrees, as well as executive
programs and micro-credentials.

MELBOURNE
AUSTRALIA
Monash University recognises that its
Australian campuses are located on the
unceded lands of the people of the Kulin
nations, and pays its respects to their
elders, past, present and emerging.

Clayton
Our biggest campus, home to 38,000
students and nine of our ten faculties.
Everything you need is on campus –
food outlets, sporting facilities, health
services and more.

Caulfield
Our Caulfield campus hosts 19,000
students and is our base for Art, Design
and Architecture, and Monash Business
School as well as some Arts and IT
courses.

Parkville
Our dedicated Pharmacy and
Pharmaceutical Sciences campus hosts
2000 students and is part of Australia’s
leading health and biomedical precinct.

Peninsula
A coastal home to approximately 4000
students, our Peninsula campus offers
courses from the Faculty of Education and
select courses from Monash Business
School. Partnering with leading players
in primary and allied healthcare, we also
offer a number of courses from the Faculty
of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences.

INDIA
Mumbai

Bustling Mumbai is home to the
IITB-Monash Research Academy,
a collaboration that gives PhD
students opportunities to work
closely with industry to find
solutions to global problems.

CHINA
Suzhou

The Southeast University-Monash University
Joint Graduate School offers master’s and
PhD study options in areas ranging from
industrial design and IT to business.

A WORLDWIDE

UNIVERSITY

#

80

ACADEMIC RANKING OF
WORLD UNIVERSITIES
(2021)

3
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6
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100+
PARTNER
UNIVERSITIES
ACROSS THE GLOBE
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LIFE-CHANGING
RESEARCH
Monash research strives to make a positive
difference in the world.
Even before we became the global university we are today, our
researchers looked beyond traditional boundaries, discovering ways
of approaching the fields in which they worked. It’s why a Monash
education is so respected around the world. Things that we now
take for granted wouldn’t exist without the initial work of Monash
researchers.
Today, our ambition and optimism are stronger than ever. We have a clear
vision of what we want our research to achieve and how we’ll help our
researchers make it happen.

The new Woodside Building for Technology and Design provides
a world-class learning environment with the latest dynamic and
interactive learning spaces. Students and researchers can embrace
innovation, design and cutting-edge technology to develop new
solutions in sustainable energy technology

4
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Revitalising informal settlements
(RISE)
Monash University’s research project will significantly
advance human health by delivering the first public health and
environmental data on the outcomes of an alternative water
management approach, forming the basis for policies and
strategies of urban informal settlements worldwide.

Meeting the malaria challenge
There’s a growing danger in malaria-ridden countries, as malaria
parasites are becoming increasingly resistant to the current
crop of antimalarial drugs. It’s a scientific race to make new
treatments that are cheap and effective so that they get to those
in poor, remote countries who need them most. Jomo Kigotho is a
Monash University graduate who grew up in Kenya and is part of
a team of nine that’s found a new group of molecules that can kill
the malaria parasite.

India’s oxygen shortage
The COVID-19 pandemic caused a shortage of oxygen in Indian
hospitals. A multi-city research collaboration aims to provide cheap
oxygen conversion units to save lines in village hospitals.
Monash University’s Professor Webley, is creating an oxygen
conversion unit that’s easy to repair, tough, cheap to make and able
to run on a diesel generator. In fact, his design would mean that any
technician with the unit’s design specifications, could build it from
materials found at a local Indian hardware store.
If successful, the conversion unit would have the capacity to produce
oxygen on the spot, wherever it’s required.

Helping women give birth safely
Women in developing countries are often at risk of dying from
postpartum haemorrhage because access to the lifesaving medicine
oxytocin is severely limited. In an innovation that could save
thousands of women, Monash researchers have developed a new
form of oxytocin which can be stored at room temperature. This
new form of oxytocin is also inhaled by the patient, and it can be
administered with minimal training.
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GET AHEAD
WITH
MONASH
From day one, a Monash education sets you
on the path to future career success.

Image: Clayton campus.
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CAREER DEVELOPMENT

ACADEMIC DEVELOPMENT

Our programs and platforms offer work‑integrated
learning experiences and engagement with
industry. You’ll develop an enterprising mindset,
hone your employability skills, and gain a competitive
edge in the graduate employment market.

Student Academic Access

Career Connect
Our Career Connect program gives you access
to experienced coaches and industry-based
professionals. Take part in employability
workshops, small-group career conversations
and, in your final year, one-on-one coaching.
monash.edu/career-connect

Student Futures
Our Student Futures platform allows you to collate
the real-life skills that will show employers you
have what they’re looking for, taking into account
not just your university activities, but those
that are part of your ‘outside’ life – paid work,
family responsibilities, and contributing to your
community. monash.edu/student-futures

Mentoring

Monash’s Student Academic Success (SAS) is a
new program with a supportive specialist team
of learning and language advisers. They’ll work
with you, both individually and in groups, to help
you orient yourself to academic study at Monash,
develop your learning and language skills and
coach you so that you can optimise your
academic success.
Our Learning and Language advisers are there to
help you get on track with learning, stay on track
and boost your results.
With Student Academic Success, you’ll be able to
access:
• individual consultations with learning and
language advisers to gain support
• workshops to learn a range of learning and
language skills with other students
• self-help resources such as quick study guides,
learning and teaching technology guides and
other bespoke resources that will support your
orientation and academic progress.

Throughout your studies, you’ll have the opportunity
to be a mentor or be mentored. You can share
or gain insights about life at university, career
planning, building employability, as well as future
goals. monash.edu/mentoring

Develop leadership
While studying, you’ll be encouraged to foster
the skills for effective leadership that will enable
you to bring out the best in yourself and the people
around you. monash.edu/students/leadership

Monash Talent
With our employment service, Monash Talent, you
can start your career search without stepping off
campus. We have a team of recruitment specialists
who’ll connect you with reputable employers
and match you with jobs that suit your skills and
passions. monash.edu/talent

Click here to find out how a Monash education
prepares you for success into the future.
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THE CHOICE
IS YOURS

Image: Caulfield Library, located at our Caulfield campus.
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We know that when, where, how
and what you study is critical to
progressing your career, skills and
knowledge.
You might be a professional looking to gain expert knowledge
in your current field, or you might be looking for a career
change. Or maybe you want to complement your existing
knowledge and experience by tackling study in a new discipline
so that you develop a competitive edge in your career.
We offer a comprehensive graduate coursework portfolio that
includes graduate certificates, graduate diplomas and master’s
programs. Our range of graduate course options allows you to
choose the qualification level and course duration that suits
your needs.
Depending on which path you take, you may be eligible for
credit for your prior qualifications and/or experience. This could
reduce the duration of your course and lower the overall cost.

Graduate certificates
These are our six-month courses, and provide a way to
broaden your knowledge base within a shorter period of time.
They can give you a sense of what’s involved with graduate
coursework studies.
Completing your graduate certificate not only provides you
with a qualification, it can also create an opportunity for you
to pursue further studies in either a graduate diploma or a
master’s degree, and can shorten your study time should
credit be available.

Graduate diplomas
Through our one-year graduate diploma courses, you could
develop a broader understanding in your chosen area of study.
Completion of a graduate diploma can also provide a pathway
to further studies at a master’s or doctorate level. If you decide
to pursue further studies in your chosen field, you may be
eligible for credit which would reduce the overall duration.

Master’s by coursework
We offer a broad portfolio of master’s by coursework programs,
with options available in each of our faculties. These master’s
courses can run from two to four years, and you may receive
credit for prior studies and/or experience which would allow
you to complete your studies in a shorter time.
Our master’s courses provide opportunities for professionals
to further develop specialist knowledge in their chosen field,
or for individuals to change their career direction entirely and
undertake study in a new discipline.
You can see the full list of our graduate coursework offering on
pages 20-21.
Whatever your ambition, Monash can help you get there.
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WORK WHILE
YOU STUDY
From day one, a Monash
education sets you on the
path to future career success.
WORK-INTEGRATED
LEARNING
Our programs and platforms offer work-integrated
learning experiences and engagement with industry.
You’ll develop an enterprising mindset, hone your
employability skills and gain a competitive edge in
the graduate employment market.
Incorporate professional experience into your
studies through clinical placements, fieldwork,
study tours, placements, or internships. Each of our
ten faculties offer work-integrated learning options.
We’ve listed just a few.

IT and Engineering
Both our IT and Engineering faculties have specific
work-integrated learning opportunities throughout
their graduate offering.

Monash Law School
Monash Law offers a guaranteed clinical education
experience for all students who wish to incorporate
a practical component credited towards their
Monash Law degree.

Monash Business School
Monash Business School offers practical experience
with many of their courses, and many of their
courses provide accreditation and professional
recognition.

Medicine, Nursing and Health
Sciences
Our school of Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences
have created placement requirements through many
of their graduate courses, all designed to maximise
your professional development.

Click here to learn more about our workintegrated learning options

10
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I undertook a clinical placement with
Tradelab, a Geneva based non-profit
organisation that assists developing
countries with trade-related legal matters.
This internship was valuable as it gave me
an opportunity to gain practical working
experience and at the same time make a
meaningful contribution to the future of
sustainable infrastructure development.”
PRATIK AMBANI
Master of Laws (Juris Doctor), 2019

I chose Monash specifically, because unlike
similar programs in other universities, this
program offered internship opportunities where
we learn to apply our knowledge and skills in a
real-life settings.
My internship with Janssen enabled me to
seek guidance from people with years and
years of experience within the pharmaceutical
industry. Janssen arranged an intern
engagement program where I had the
opportunity to talk with people from different
parts of the company each week. They also
involved me in meetings where I could observe
how different roles work together in a crossfunctional team. I gained an understanding
of how much science is involved and how it
fits within a pharmaceutical company. This
experience opened my eyes to a wide range
of roles where science is highly utilised.”
ASSIFA NUR HISANA
Master of Biomedical and Health Science, 2020
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A GLOBAL
OUTLOOK
If you’re passionate about tackling
global challenges and collaborating
with some of the brightest minds in
your discipline area, then Monash is
the place where your ideas and actions
can gain momentum.
Our graduate degrees will give you the edge in the employment
market and prepare you for the professions of the future, both
in Australia and overseas.
Our industry-relevant courses are embedded with the
leadership, entrepreneurial and commercialisation skills
that will advance your career. You can take a semester at
the King’s College London, undertake master’s units at the
Monash Centre in Prato, Italy, or complete a double master’s
program with one of our international partners.
Globally connected, our alumni network is at the forefront
of social and technological progress at many of the world’s
best companies. If you aspire to make a positive impact in
the world, you’ll find Monash learning is all about discovery,
creativity, challenge and opportunity.

GET READY TO SEE THE WORLD1
International placements
Choose from a range of international placements – Asia,
Africa, Europe and the US.

Overseas internships
Intern at the United Nations, New York, or Shandong Television
in China – just two of many options.

Monash Malaysia
Our Monash Malaysia campus offers students the opportunity
to spend a semester at Monash University’s third-largest
campus which offers a distinctly international and culturally rich
environment.

Monash Prato, Italy
Study at the Monash Prato Centre in Italy – offerings include
fine art, architecture, Italian and law.

Connect
Connect with 440,000-plus alumni across the globe.

1 T his is dependent on travel restrictions. For further information please visit, monash.edu/
study-abroad
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LIVING I N
MELBOURNE
Our Australian base is a
vibrant, multicultural city
that offers an abundance
of cultural festivities,
international sporting events,
cafés and restaurants with
cuisines from around the
world, beautiful parks and
beaches, and an eclectic
mix of music and arts. You
couldn’t pick a better place
to live.
You can expect excellence in public
transport and healthcare, as well as
opportunities for casual work while
studying. Plus, Melbourne is renowned
as a welcoming environment for
international students, providing
a home away from home.

Image: View of Melbourne city from St Kilda.

Great Ocean Road

Phillip Island
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Brighton Beach

Melbourne Zoo
Queen Victoria Market
PARKVILLE CAMPUS
CITY CAMPUS
Melbourne

To Healesville

Royal Botanic Gardens Victoria

South Melbourne
Market
CAULFIELD
CAMPUS

St Kilda

CLAYTON CAMPUS
Brighton
Chadstone
Dandenong
20km

Geelong

PENINSULA CAMPUS
Frankston

40km

Port Phillip Bay

Mornington

Sorrento
Dromana

Great Ocean Road

Cape Schanck

Phillip Island

Melbourne’s Southbank

Chadstone Shopping Centre

Queen Victoria Market
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LIVING
ON CAMPUS
Start with a short stroll to class before lunch.
Study on the lawns in the afternoon. Gyms,
sports fields and even restaurants – they’re
all on your doorstep if you live on campus.
Click here for an interactive tour
of our Clayton campus.

Image: Studying at the library at Caulfield campus.
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Image: The Monash Merchant has all your fruits,
vegetables and grocery needs. Clayton campus.

Image: Outdoors at the campus centre, Clayton.

ON-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION
Our on-campus accommodation is supported by live-in staff and student
leaders, making campus life a breeze. There’s also 24-hour security on
campus, and a thriving events and activities program to help you settle
into your new community.
Prices for on-campus accommodation range from approximately $250 to
$320 per week1.
We also have dedicated graduate wings in our urban community halls
exclusively for graduate students. They’re quieter and often include
shared spaces to study and to connect with your neighbours.
If you’re a graduate or mature-aged student you’ll be allocated a room
within a graduate wing. Applications are free and open in September.
You can choose from traditional halls of residence, self-contained studio
apartments or shared apartments.
With students from 70 countries and a wide range of facilities on your
doorstep, discover why on-campus accommodation is much more than
just your room.
monash.edu/accommodation

Cost of living
Before you begin your studies at Monash, it’s a good idea to plan and
prepare a budget.
Below are some costs associated with living and studying in Australia,
and should be used as an approximate guide. These figures (in Australian
dollars) are estimates only, and may vary depending on your location
and lifestyle. Rent, for example, is more expensive in some areas of
Melbourne than others. You may also need spending money for things
like medication and other personal items, such as clothes. All costs are
subject to inflation.
Depending on your chosen course, additional costs may apply for class
materials and other requirements. Please make sure you check any
additional costs for your course before commencing your studies.
OFF-CAMPUS ACCOMMODATION
• Hostels and guesthouses
$130 to $200 per week
• Shared rentals
$120 to $280 per week
• Homestay2
$290 to $380 per week
• Rental
$200 to $600 per week
OTHER LIVING EXPENSES
• Groceries and eating out
• Gas and electricity
• Phone and internet
• Public transport
• Car (after purchase)
• Entertainment

$140 to $300 per week
$40 to $100 per week1,3
$20 to $40 per week3
$30 to $60 per week
$80 to $120 per week
$80 to $150 per week

For more information visit, studyaustralia.gov.au/english/live/
living-costs

Image: Inside one of the studio apartments, Clayton campus.

1 T he fees for living on campus at Monash University vary depending on the type of accommodation.
On-campus accommodation cost includes gas, water, electricity, internet, residential parking permit
and laundry. The rates above are for 2022. Rates and contract period for 2023 will be available from late
October 2022. Details: monash.edu/accommodation/accommodation/pricing
2 A ny student under the age of 18 who chooses to stay in homestay must use the Monash Homestay
Accommodation Service (HAS). monashcollege.edu.au/homestay
3 Prices shown here are based on a typical three-bedroom house.

Sample studio room
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WE’LL
SUPPORT
YOU
University study takes commitment and
drive, especially if you’re moving to a
new city or country.
We can help you settle into university life by providing an extensive
range of support programs and services. And to help you maintain
the momentum, we’ll put you in touch with like-minded people –
to share information, build networks and get the support to keep you
going. We recognise the richness and depth of our Monash community,
and are committed to diversity and inclusion.
Details: monash.edu/study/student-life

Campus security
While Melbourne is considered one of the world’s most liveable cities1,
at Monash we always look out for our students’ welfare. We provide a
range of security services to ensure our students are safe at all times.
These include 24-hour security patrols, security escorts, and an evening
security bus between our Clayton and Caulfield campuses.
Details: monash.edu/about/safety-security

Monash Connect
Monash Connect Student Service Centres are located on each Australian
campus, making it easy for you to understand administrative processes
and access information. Staff can assist with your questions about
admissions, enrolment, fees, student visas, accommodation, language
support, academic support, graduations, scholarships and finding your
way around campus. We now offer ‘live chat’ to new and existing students.
It’s just another way we’re making it easier to find out what you need to
study at Monash. Details: monash.edu/connect

Airport pick-up
Monash University welcomes all new international students with a
free airport pick-up service to take you to your accommodation.
To arrange a pick-up, you must submit an airport pick-up request
form at least three working days before you arrive in Australia.
Details: monash.edu/study/international/preparing/reception

Disability support services
If you have a disability, medical or mental health condition that may impact
on your study, Disability Services can support you. Registered students
can access services such as academic support, assistive software and
equipment loans.
Details: monash.edu/disability

Wellbeing
Monash offers expert health and wellbeing counsellors, medical
practitioners and multi-faith chaplains to support you in all facets of
your life. Information is provided at orientation on a wide range of topics,
including settling into life in Australia, healthcare, transport, student visas,
safety, getting connected, and opportunities to make new friends. We
also have an informative handbook specifically for new Muslim students
studying in Victoria. You can download a copy of the Salaam Monash
handbook in English, Bahasa Indonesia or Arabic from monash.edu/
salaam-monash
It will provide information about adjusting to life in Australia and
studying at Monash, including campus maps, lists of social groups,
and a directory of halal outlets. Alternatively, you can pick up a
copy of the handbook from Monash Connect on your campus.
Details: monash.edu/health
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Click here to see how you can use social
networking tool aMigo to connect with other
new Monash students before commencing
your studies.

Clubs and societies

Conversational English Programs

More than 100 student-run clubs and societies organise activities,
events, competitions, productions, get-togethers, seminars, camps,
conferences and more for our 10,000-plus student members. There’s
a wide variety of clubs on offer – academic, cultural, spiritual and
special interest – to put you in touch with like-minded people. Our
involvement in more than 50 sports means it’s easy to get involved –
try our athletics, table tennis, dance, badminton, basketball or soccer clubs.
Details: monash.edu/study/student-life/clubs-and-societies

We offer a range of free programs to help you become savvy in
Australian culture, further develop your English language skills and
engage with students from all over the world. Let’s Chat programs
are fun, obligation-free group conversation sessions. Peer Support
provides one-on-one assistance with written English. No assessment,
no homework, no pressure – all you need is your enthusiasm to
participate in practical sessions designed to refine your conversation
skills in a supportive environment.
Details: monash.edu/english-connect

Family support
If you have children or other family commitments, Monash provides
advice regarding childcare, primary school, playgroups, school holiday
care, and other child and family support matters. We have arrangements
with childcare centres at our Clayton, Caulfield and Peninsula campuses.
Social events for international students with families are also held
throughout the year. Details: monash.edu/childcare

Monash Professional Pathways
Offering a 12-week internship and work-readiness training, the
Professional Year Program from Monash Professional Pathways helps
you obtain the skills and experience that employers demand. Details:
monashprofessional.edu.au
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OUR COURSES
ART, DESIGN AND
ARCHITECTURE
Architecture
Design
• Advanced studies in design
• Collaborative design
• Interaction design
• Multimedia design
Urban Planning and Design

ARTS, HUMANITIES
AND SOCIAL SCIENCES
Applied Linguistics
Bioethics
Communications and
Media Studies
Cultural and Creative
Industries
International Development
Practice
International Relations
(also available as part of a double master’s
program)

• Gender, peace and security
• Global migration
• International diplomacy

and trade

• Political violence and

counter-terrorism

• Advanced international

relations
International Relations
and Journalism
International Sustainable
Tourism Management
Interpreting and
Translation Studies

BUSINESS
22 Accounting
22 Professional Accounting
Professional Accounting
and Business Law
Actuarial Studies
Advanced Finance
23 Applied Econometrics
Applied Marketing
Banking and Finance
Business
24 • Contemporary management
24 • Entrepreneurship
25 • Financial and risk
management
• International business
26
• Marketing
• Responsible business
27
governance
• Supply chain management
28
Business
(graduate certificate,
graduate diploma)
Business Administration
(The Monash MBA)
Business Analytics
Commerce
Economics
Economic Analytics
29 Global Business
Global Executive Business
30 Administration
Management
31
Regulation and Compliance

(also available as part of a double master’s
program)

• Translation
• Interpreting and translation

Journalism

32

Public Policy
Strategic Communications
Management

33
34

(also available as part of a double master’s
program)

20
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EDUCATION

LAWS

Applied behaviour analysis
35 Education
36 • Digital learning
36 • Early childhood education
• General education studies
37 • Inclusive and special
education
37
Education
Studies
38
(graduate certificate)
38
Educational Leadership
39
Educational Research
40
(graduate certificate)

41
42
42
43
43
44
45
45
46
46

47 Australian Law
61
48 (graduate diploma)
Juris Doctor
61
62
Laws (LLM)
• Commercial and corporate
law
• Criminal law and forensics
48 • Dispute resolution
• Global society and human
rights
49
49 • Health law and community
• Labour and employment
law studies
Counselling
50
• Public sector governance
51-52
Professional 
and regulation
Psychology
• Technology and innovation
Educational and
53 • Transnational economic
Development Psychology
regulation
54 Laws (graduate diploma,
Teaching
62
• Early childhood education
graduate certificate)
• Early childhood and primary
Legal Studies 
63-64
education
• Commercial and corporate law
• Primary education
• Criminal law and forensics
• Primary and secondary
• Dispute resolution
education
• Global society and human rights
• Secondary education
• Health law and community
TESOL
55 • Labour and employment
law studies
ENGINEERING
• Public sector governance
and regulation
Engineering
56
• Technology and innovation
• Biological engineering
• Transnational economic regulation
• Civil engineering
Legal
systems and
65
• Electrical engineering
services
• Materials engineering
(graduate certificate)
• Mechanical engineering
57
Professional Engineering
• Chemical engineering
• Civil engineering
• Electrical engineering
• Materials engineering
• Mechanical engineering

INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
Artificial Intelligence

58

Business Information
Systems
Cybersecurity 
Data Science
Information Technology

58
59
59
60

MEDICINE, NURSING
AND HEALTH
SCIENCES
Biomedical and Health
Science
• Appetite, energy, metabolism
and obesity
• Cancer biology and
therapeutics
• Cardiovascular diseases
• Infectious diseases and
population health
• Neuroscience
• Regenerative medicine
and stem cells
Biotechnology
Clinical Embryology
Clinical Medicine
Clinical Research
Dietetics
Forensic and Legal Studies
Forensic and Legal Studies
(graduate certificate,
graduate diploma)
Health and Science
Research
(graduate diploma)
Advanced Health Care
Practice
• Midwifery
• Paramedicine
Health Data Analytics
Health Management
Medical Science and
Doctor of Medicine
Advanced Nursing
• Advanced nursing studies
• Disaster nursing
• Nursing education
• Nursing leadership
and management
• Trauma nursing
Nursing Practice
Occupational and
Environmental Health
Occupational Therapy
Practice
Physiotherapy
Public Health (online)
Reproductive Sciences
(graduate diploma)
Social Work

PHARMACY AND
PHARMACEUTICAL
SCIENCES
66 Clinical Pharmacy

82

Pharmaceutical Science

83

Pharmacy Practice

83

SCIENCE

66
67
67
68
69
69
70

71

Environment and
sustainability
Financial Mathematics
Food Science and
Agribusiness
Genome Analytics
Green and sustainable
technologies
Mathematics
Science

84
84
85
85
86
86
87

Tap or Click the course titles
throughout this guide and
You’ll be taken direct to that
course on our website.

72

72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81
81
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OUR COURSES
ART, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

Master of

Master of

ARCHITECTURE
COURSE CODE: F6001

DESIGN

CRICOS CODE: 097034K

COURSE CODE: F6002

CRICOS CODE: 089737A

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

DURATION: 2 OR 3 YEARS (full time)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

INTAKE: SUMMER B (JANUARY) *, FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$43,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$38,500 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Only open to Monash University Architecture Design graduates.

* 

In a rapidly transforming world, designers need to constantly develop
their skillsets, strategic thinking and knowledge to respond to
developments in their field with innovative solutions.

Whether you’ve completed undergraduate studies in architecture
or another field, the Master of Architecture meets the academic
requirements necessary to register as an architect. At Monash,
we develop graduates with a vision to design architecture that
responds to the dynamic needs of society while also speculating
about the future of our built environment.

Ideal for both designers and non-designers, this course focuses on four
core design studios that will engage you with design systems, services,
processes, environments and objects.

In this project-based studio course, you’ll be guided by industry
experts and award-winning Monash academics. This integrated
program of study allows you to select from a range of design studios
in conjunction with advanced architectural studies.

Specialisations
• Collaborative design
• Interaction design

Professional recognition
The Master of Architecture meets the academic requirements
for professional recognition and is accredited by the Architects
Accreditation Council of Australia (AACA), as well as numerous
agencies and organisations worldwide, including the board of
architects in Malaysia and Singapore.

• Multimedia design
• Advanced studies in design

Professional recognition
The Master of Design is a ‘recognised course’ by the Design Institute
of Australia – the peak industry body for professional design.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Guided by Monash academics and industry practitioners, you’ll build
technical capabilities and knowledge in design thinking and strategy
while developing research capabilities and an entrepreneurial mindset.

Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field4

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Distinction
(70%)

3

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field4,5, OR

Bachelor’s degree in architecture3 (or equivalent)

Distinction
(70%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field4 +
graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field4,5

Additional requirements

THREE-YEAR DURATION
You must also provide:
• a compilation of evidence of creative work, a curriculum vitae and
a statement of intent.
TWO-YEAR DURATION
You must also provide:
• a design folio, and
• a curriculum vitae.
Shortlisted applicants may be invited to attend an interview.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Average
Duration2
requirements1
Credit (60%)

2

Credit (60%)

1.5 6

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in
a related field4,5

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field4 +
graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field4,5

Credit (60%)

16

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Design
• Graduate Diploma of Design

Career options
• Interdisciplinary collaborative designer
• Multimedia designer
• Web, UX, UI, animation, or interaction designer

Career options
•
•
•
•
•

Registered architect
Drafting and design work
Government policy advisor
Project management
Property or community development

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	This qualifying bachelor degree must have been completed within five years of the proposed commencement of the master’s program. If you’ve successfully completed the Bachelor of Architectural Design at Monash,
you’ll automatically progress to the two-year Master of Architecture.
4	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
5	Related fields may include graphic design, communication design, visual communication, interior design, interior architecture, exhibition design, interaction design, user experience design, multimedia design, motion
design, web design, industrial design or product design.
6	If you’re applying to do the 1.5 or one-year program, you’re required to provide 10–15 images of recent original work, clearly numbered with a corresponding list of details attached, and to identify your preferred
specialisation.
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ART, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

Master of

URBAN PLANNING AND DESIGN
COURSE CODE: F6004

CRICOS CODE: 093076K

Entry requirements

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)
DURATION: 2 YEARS (full time)

ELIGIBILITY1

INTAKE: FEBRUARY
FEES: A$43,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Average
requirements2

Duration

High Credit
(65%)

2

Additional requirements

Our Master of Urban Planning and Design places you ahead of the
competition by integrating design with policy-based knowledge.
You’ll develop the technical capabilities and creative capacity to
address the big challenges facing our cities.

You’ll be required to attend an interview (held over the phone) with
academic staff from the program.

Monash English language level

Guided by Monash academics and industry professionals you’ll focus
on four project-based learning themes: the compact city, the ecological
city, the inclusive city, and planning for metropolitan growth areas.
You’ll study in real-world environments and engage in lectures,
workshops, seminars, field visits, and have the option for international
study tours.

Professional accreditation
The Master of Urban Planning and Design is accredited by the Planning
Institute of Australia (PIA).

1	There are limited places available in this course. The entry score is only indicative.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your
prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility
requirements table.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.

Level A (see page 94).

Career options
•
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic planner: private and public sector
Statutory planner
Urban designer
Sustainable development
Community development
Transport planner

TOP 1% IN THE WORLD
FOR ART, DESIGN AND
ARCHITECTURE
*

Times Higher Education 2022 and QS rankings 2021.

Image: (Em)Powering Mallacoota is a prototype model for fuel and food security designed
in collaboration by Master of Architecture students Sithij Rinaldi Cooray and Haroula
Karapanagiotidis. It exemplifies work from the ‘Rethinking Regional Recovery,’ studio.
2023 INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE COURSE GUIDE
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OUR COURSES

Create a master’s degree that suits you

ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Our courses offer a unique and nuanced approach to their industry and subject matter, and are underpinned by our guiding principles to be
innovative, international and engaged. There are many ways you can create the master’s degree that best suits your interests and career needs:
• Tailor your program by taking specified electives from any
other coursework master’s degrees offered in the faculty^
• Accelerate your studies, taking units over the winter and
summer, and complete your degree in less than one year*
• Apply for professional internships to develop your professional
experience and networks
• Go on study tours and gain practical, on-the-ground experience
both in Australia and abroad

• Take advantage of leadership opportunities through our Arts
Graduate Leadership Program and gain access to professional
development workshops.
^
*

Only available for students completing the two-year option, and commencing in semester one.
 nly available for students completing the 1.5-year option. Not available with the Master of
O
Interpreting and Translation Studies or the Master of Bioethics.

Master of

Master of

COURSE CODE: A6001 CRICOS CODE: 082651G

COURSE CODE: A6002 CRICOS CODE: 082652G

APPLIED LINGUISTICS

BIOETHICS

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

RANKED TOP 30 IN THE WORLD

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2019

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, online*)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, online*)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time^)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time^)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

The online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning
(where this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.
^ 
Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

* 

* 

As globalisation continues, the demand for English language experts,
teachers and intercultural communicators has significantly increased.
The application of linguistic knowledge to professional contexts is at
the heart of the curriculum. You’ll have the opportunity to regularly
engage with real-world case studies and practical problem-solving as
part of your studies. There’s also an extensive fortnightly seminar series
where you can engage with guest lecturers from industry and other
universities.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4, OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4
3

Pass (50%) 5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4 Credit (60%)

2
1.5
1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits

The online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning
(where this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.
^ 
Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Revolutionary developments in biological and health sciences and
technology are increasingly raising crucial ethical questions. The Master
of Bioethics prepares you with the ability to provide well-informed
analysis of these issues that are relevant to both individuals and society
as a whole.
Our Master of Bioethics is offered by the Monash Bioethics Centre,
established by Professor Peter Singer in 1980 and was Australia’s first
research centre devoted to bioethics. In 2014, it was designated as a
World Health Organization Collaborating Centre for Bioethics, of which
there are only six worldwide. You’ll work with expert staff who are
internationally recognised leaders and active, prominent contributors to
public and professional discussions about a variety of issues in the field.
You’ll have the opportunity to collaborate with industry and apply for
optional internships, both in Australia and overseas. Our connections
include a wide variety of organisations such as Médecins Sans
Frontières (Doctors Without Borders), The Alfred hospital (Melbourne),
International Association of Bioethics, and Virtues Across the Continents
Network.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

• Graduate Certificate of Applied Linguistics
• Graduate Diploma of Applied Linguistics

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,6, OR

Credit (60%)

Career options

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3 +
graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,7

Pass (50%) 5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,6

Credit (60%)

• English teacher
• Editor
• Policy advisor
1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your
prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility
requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include linguistics, applied linguistics, language study or teaching, translation and
interpreting, TESOL and speech pathology.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.
6	Related fields include medicine and other health sciences, life sciences, social sciences, law and
humanities.
7	Related fields include medicine and other health sciences, life sciences, social sciences and law.

24

• Create a pathway to a PhD – by completing a research thesis
as a prerequisite for future enrolment into a PhD or master’s
by research

2023 INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE COURSE GUIDE

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Bioethics
• Graduate Diploma of Bioethics

2
1.5
1

Graduate Certificate of

COMMUNICATIONS
AND MEDIA STUDIES
COURSE CODE: A6003

ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

COMMUNICATIONS
AND MEDIA STUDIES

CRICOS CODE: 082653F

COURSE CODE: A4007

CRICOS CODE: 097658M

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$36,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$18,400 (2022 fee)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

* 

Be introduced to the latest developments and research in
communications and media, with a view to real-world application.
Hands-on skill development in project management, media research
and media production is complemented by a rigorous academic
grounding which will provide you with the conceptual framework
for critical decision making throughout your career.
Our Master of Communications and Media Studies features guest
professional speakers in conjunction with industry-focused field trips
to media outlets in Sydney, Melbourne, and Shanghai.
You’ll have the option of undertaking an industry internship where you
can apply your skills in real-work situations. Excursions and guest
lectures help to provide further industry-based learning opportunities.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field , OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3 +
graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Pass (50%) 5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field3,4

Credit (60%)

3,4

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits

2
1.5

1

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

* 

As a student in the Graduate Certificate of Communications and Media
Studies, you’re at once part of this media-saturated world but will also
learn how to analyse, critique and challenge assumptions about the role
of the media.
You’ll expand your understanding of the key challenges posed by the
new economy of digital media, globalisation and increasing levels of
cross-cultural exchange. Skill development in critical thinking, writing
and presentation in multicultural settings are designed to enhance your
career capabilities.
This degree is suitable for emerging professionals in communications
and media industries, as well as those wishing to expand their knowledge
of this dynamic field. Successful completion of this degree can count
toward a Master of Communications and Media Studies for those who
desire further study.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Average
requirements1

Duration

Pass (50%)

0.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Career options
• Journalist
• Brand marketing manager
• Communications advisor

• Graduate Certificate of Communications and Media Studies
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
•
•
•
•

Journalist
Public relations consultant
Media advisor
Social media manager

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification (and/or experience where applicable) approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities and social sciences.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.

2023 INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE COURSE GUIDE
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OUR COURSES
ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

Graduate Certificate of

CULTURAL AND
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES
COURSE CODE: A6004

CULTURAL AND CREATIVE
INDUSTRIES

CRICOS CODE: 093655B

COURSE CODE: A4017 CRICOS: 106433E

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time *)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$18,200 (2022 fee)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

* 

This exciting course provides you with an overview of the rapidly
growing cultural and creative industry sector, and its many
employment opportunities.
You’ll gain a detailed understanding of this dynamic sector from a
range of industry professionals and real-world projects in Australia
and overseas. Whether exploring creative clusters in Melbourne and
Shanghai, or understanding the business models of global digital
industries, our agile content will prepare you for a career in this
expanding sector.
You’ll gain insight into how to initiate and manage projects, and how
to evaluate their success, while maintaining close contact with a range of
industry professionals and real-world projects from Australia and overseas.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4, OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3 +
a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Pass (50%) 5

Graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field4 +
a minimum of five years’ work experience6 in a related
field4

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field3,4

Credit (60%)

2

Level A (see page 94).

In the Graduate Certificate of Cultural and Creative Industries students
will gain insights into the distinctive qualities of the global cultural and
creative industries – how policy is generated and implemented, the
nature of creative work and its rewards, methods for researching the
cultural economy, the role of culture in sustainable development and the
importance of cultural events, exhibitions and festivals.
This course is tailored to a range of career ambitions within this sector –
in those creative industries concerned with the generation of intellectual
property, the arts and public cultural institutions, policy offices, research
and the independent and alternative sectors.
The Graduate Certificate of Cultural and Creative Industries can be
taken as a standalone degree, while also providing an entry point in the
Master of Cultural and Creative Industries.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
A bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field, OR
A minimum of five years’ work experience in a related
field3

1.5

Monash English language level

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
some categories of visa. Please check your visa for confirmation.

* 

Average
requirements1

Duration

Pass (50%)

0.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

1

Career options
• Running a creative studio
• Working within marketing, design and digital media agencies
• Cultural consultancy

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Cultural and Creative Industries
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
• Running a creative studio
• Working within marketing, design and digital media agencies
• Cultural consultancy

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification (and/or experience where applicable) approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities or social sciences.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.
6	You’re required to provide a curriculum vitae and a reference from your employer.
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Graduate Certificate of

COURSE CODE: A6006 CRICOS CODE: 079175B

COURSE CODE: A4012

INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE
RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

INTERNATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT PRACTICE
CRICOS CODE: 0100210

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

LOCATION: CAULFIELD, CLAYTON (on campus)

FEES: A$18,200 (2022 fee)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)

*

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

* 

Delivered by specialists from the humanities, social sciences, medicine,
business, education and law, the Master of International Development
Practice offers a broad approach to sustainable development with six
specialist streams: Democracy, Justice and governance; Crisis, change
and management; Gender, peace and security; Global migration;
Sustainable economies; and Sustainable resource management.
You’ll learn directly from leading researchers and practitioners, and will
combine this academic insight with a high level of industry integration
to give yourself a competitive advantage in the workforce.
You’ll also have the opportunity to be matched with an industry mentor
in the field through our many sector partnerships and mentoring
programs which match students with a development practitioner from
around the world based on shared interests.

Ever wondered how to combat global poverty and environmental crises?
You’ll explore the complex political, economic, cultural and ecological
challenges that contribute to extreme poverty, reduced health,
environmental vulnerability and fragile governance affecting the
well-being of millions of people worldwide.
This could be your stepping stone to diverse careers in the field within
six months full-time or you could continue to develop through the
Master of International Development Practice.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

3

Average
requirements1

Duration

Pass (50%)

0.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4, OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Pass (50%) 5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field3,4

Credit (60%)

3

2

Career options
• Researchers in foreign aid and development sector
• International institutions such as the Asia Development Bank,

the United Nations and Oxfam, Care or Plan
1.5

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of International Development Practice
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
• Project managers in humanitarian and aid delivery
• Corporate social responsibility officers
• Researchers in foreign aid and development sector

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification (and/or experience, where applicable) approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities or social sciences.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.

2023 INTERNATIONAL GRADUATE COURSE GUIDE
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OUR COURSES
ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

Graduate Certificate of

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS
COURSE CODE: A6010

INTERNATIONAL
RELATIONS

COURSE CODE: A4006 CRICOS CODE: 097657A

CRICOS CODE: 082659M

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CAULFIELD, CLAYTON (on campus)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$18,200 (2022 fees)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

*

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

As the only Australian member of the Association of Professional
Schools of International Affairs (APSIA) in the southern hemisphere,
this course seamlessly blends theory, policy and practice.

*

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Develop a greater understanding of the dynamic world of global politics
in the 21st century.

You’ll look at key issues in foreign policy, world order, European studies,
crisis management and terrorism, as well as the gender, development,
migration and governance aspects of global politics.

You’ll develop foundation knowledge of international affairs,
grounded in the key debates framing global politics, and address
the big questions about global justice, war, peace, social movements
and interstate relations.

You’ll learn from leaders in the field who are all highly regarded experts
sought after for their expertise to help solve political, humanitarian and
ethical issues nationally and internationally.

This course builds essential skills in global leadership, intercultural
communication and facilitating positive change in a context
characterised by significant levels of global complexity and connectivity.

Specialisations

Successful completion of this degree can count towards a Master
of International Relations for those who desire further study.

• Gender, peace and security
• Global migration
• International diplomacy and

trade

• Political violence and

counter-terrorism

Entry requirements

• Advanced international

relations

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Double master’s program
Available as part of the double master’s program with the Master of Arts
in Chinese Politics and Economy at the Shanghai Jiao Tong University.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field , OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3 +
a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Pass (50%) 5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Credit (60%)

3,4

2
1.5

Average
Duration
requirements1
Pass (50%)

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Career options
Graduates go on to a broad range of occupations at organisations such as:
• Australian Federal Police
• Australian Trade Commission
• ASEAN Ministry of Foreign Affairs.

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of International Relations
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
Graduates go on to a broad range of occupations at organisations such as:
• Australian government departments
(DFAT, Defence, Attorney General)
• International Red Cross
• United Nations.

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities or social sciences.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.
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0.5

ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND
MASTER OF JOURNALISM
COURSE CODE: A6011 CRICOS CODE: 0101140

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)
DURATION: 2 OR 2.5 YEARS (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
*

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Keen to further focus your international interests and aspirations?
This double‑degree could be for you.
You’ll complete one of the specialisations offered within the Master of
International Relations and you’ll also take on the main components of
the Master of Journalism, giving you the chance to enter the journalism
industry or, if you’re already part of the media, to extend your expertise.
This course’s national and international orientation means you’ll use
a full range of media technologies and gain insights into approaches
to international relations.

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4, OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Pass (50%) 5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field3,4

Credit (60%)

3

2.5

2

Monash English language level
Level C (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Arts
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
• Foreign affairs correspondent
• Policy-maker
• Political journalist

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities or social sciences.
5	You must have achieved in a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.
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OUR COURSES

Graduate Certificate of

ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

INTERNATIONAL
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
MANAGEMENT

INTERNATIONAL
SUSTAINABLE TOURISM
MANAGEMENT
COURSE CODE: A6012

COURSE CODE: A4009 CRICOS CODE: 0100207

CRICOS CODE: 078909K

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

RANKED TOP 50 IN THE WORLD

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

FEES: A$18,900 (2022 fee)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$37,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

*

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

* Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

By completing Australia’s most innovative industry-focused tourism
program you’ll develop specialised skills in all aspects of the
international tourism industry, including tourism marketing and
destination management.
This course explores tourism’s potential to be compatible with the
development of sustainable organisations, urban and rural regeneration,
natural resource management and wildlife conservation, and the
diversification of benefits from international and domestic tourism.
This truly global program will see you undertake international field trips,
investigate best practice international precedents and study alongside
students from around the globe – helping to build the cross-cultural
skills that underpin a successful career path in tourism.

You’ll develop an understanding of the industry in a global setting,
before delving into industry-relevant areas such as marketing and
tourism economy for the digital age.
On completion of this course, you’ll be prepared for work in the
government or private-sector tourism industry. If you prefer delving
deeper into the field through further study, you can use this course
as an entry point to the Master of International Sustainable Tourism
Management.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Studying a degree in sustainable tourism allows you to work in one of
the fastest-growing industries, while simultaneously knowing how to
reduce the impact of travel on local economies and environments.

3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4, OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field + a
graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Pass (50%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field3,4

Credit (60%)

3

5

2
1.5

1

Average
requirements1

Duration

Pass (50%)

0.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Career options
• Adventure tourism
• Events management
• Cultural institutions

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of International Sustainable Tourism Management
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
• State, regional and national tourism
• Management consultancy
• Advertising and marketing

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification (and/or experience, where applicable) approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities or social sciences.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50)% average in both qualifications.
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ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

INTERPRETING AND
TRANSLATION STUDIES
COURSE CODE: A6007

CRICOS CODE: 089736B

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1.75 OR 2 YEARS (full time^)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY *
FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

PROFESSIONAL INTERNSHIP: 50 HOURS (minimum)
Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.
July entry option available to students completing the translation stream only.

^ 

* 

Develop your practical and theoretical skills in translation and
interpreting in English and a second language chosen from Chinese,
French, German, Indonesian, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Russian or
Spanish.
Combining practical internships with rigorous academic foundations,
you’ll be able to implement advanced reading, analytical and
communication skills throughout your working life.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field including
advanced bilingual proficiency 3,4, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field4 +
a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in any field
including advanced bilingual proficiency 3,4,5
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field
including advanced bilingual proficiency 3,4

Credit (60%)

2

Credit (60%)

1.75

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Arts
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options

• Interpreting (conference interpreter, community interpreter,

court interpreter)
• Translating (technical, legal, audio‑visual, literary)

Incorporating a minimum of 50 hours of professional internship, you’ll
gain real‑world experience, build networks, and significantly improve
your graduate employability prospects.
As a Monash graduate, you’ll have the highest level of professional
accreditation available within Australia.

Professional accreditation
Our course is endorsed by the National Accreditation Authority for
Translators and Interpreters. We’re also the only university in Australian
to be a member of the Conférence Internationale Permanente d’Instituts
Universitaires de Traducteurs et Interprètes – the world’s most
prestigious international association of tertiary institutions.

Specialisations
• Translation
• Interpreting and translation

Double master’s program
Available as part of an international double degree program

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	The level of language competence should be equivalent to at least three years’ post-year-12 study.
4	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
5	A credit (60%) average is required in both qualifications.
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OUR COURSES

Graduate Certificate of

ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

JOURNALISM

JOURNALISM
COURSE CODE: A6008

COURSE CODE: A4013 CRICOS CODE: 0100364

CRICOS CODE: 082656C

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

FEES: A$18,200 (2022 fee)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)

*

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Technology has transformed the traditional model of mainstream media
creating the most exciting opportunities for storytelling in the history
of journalism. As a journalist today, you’ll find yourself at the edge of a
golden age where all modes of media can be combined to tell your story
to wider audiences than ever before.
Gain access to industry-standard facilities in the Monash Media Lab.
You’ll work with award-winning journalists as well as writers,
photographers, producers, historians, and political scientists with
strong industry links, develop expert skills in research and reporting
in print, digital, radio and video. Designed for people looking to
establish a career as a journalist, or in related areas such as public
relations, speechwriting or communications, this innovative course
will prepare you for a dynamic career in the contemporary digital age.

Double master’s program

This course offers a critical foundation for understanding journalistic
practice and theory. While aimed at emerging journalists, the
course is also relevant for those wanting to learn essential skills
in communications across a variety of platforms.
You’ll develop essential skills in critical thinking, writing and
presenting for multicultural settings and also learn how the detail
in writing differs across digital media technologies and formats.
The Graduate Certificate of Journalism course is an essential
foundation for further study in a Master of Journalism, and for those
who seek continual improvement to enhance employability.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

3

Average
requirements1

Duration

Pass (50%)

0.5

Monash English language level

• Double master’s with Master of International Relations
• Double master’s with the University of Warwick, UK

Level A (see page 94).

Career options

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4, OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3 +
a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Pass (50%) 5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field3,4

Credit (60%)

2

• Marketing manager
• Media advisor
• Social media manager

1.5

1

Monash English language level
Level C (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Journalism
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
• Journalist
• Public relations consultant
• Communications advisor

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification (and/or experience, where applicable) approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities or social sciences.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.
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PUBLIC POLICY

PUBLIC POLICY
COURSE CODE: A6028

COURSE CODE: A4011 CRICOS CODE: 0100209

CRICOS CODE: 105166E

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$36,400 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$18,200 (2022 fee)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

*

*

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Develop your expertise to work in policy areas across both the public
and private sectors, from government organisations and multinationals
through to independent consultancies.
Our Master of Public Policy builds practical knowledge and skills for
international professionals in policymaking and management across
the spectrum of public sector activities. The course combines a focus
on foundation knowledge and understanding of critical issues in public
policy, governance and policy evaluation.
Tailor the program to your interests and career aspirations by choosing
from one of a dozen specialist streams including criminology; global
migration; transport and sustainability and the environment.

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

This program develops a robust critical understanding of public and
social policy which can be brought to a wide range of problems and
applications. You’ll feel confident applying your knowledge to real-world
professional contexts.
Set in a multidisciplinary field, you’ll develop your leadership capacity
for working with multicultural teams in intercultural environments.
Your advanced critical thinking and analytical skills will be indispensable
for delivering innovative solutions to policy-related challenges for both
professional and non-professional audiences.
At the end of the course, you’ll be able to continue studies in the
discipline with the Master of Public Policy.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Graduate Certificate of

Master of

3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4, OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4
OR

Pass (50%) 5

Graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field4 +
a minimum of five years’ work experience6 in a related
field4

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field3,4

Credit (60%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field , OR
3

A minimum of five years’ work experience in a relevant
field approved by the faculty.
6

3

Monash English language level

Average
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY

1.5

Duration

Pass (50%)
N/A

0.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Career options
1

• Management
• Program administration and evaluation
• Advocacy

Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Public Policy
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
• Policy design, analysis and evaluation
• Consulting
• Politics

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification (and/or experience, where applicable) approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities or social sciences.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.
6	You’ll be required to provide a curriculum vitae and a reference from your employer.
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OUR COURSES
ARTS, HUMANITIES AND SOCIAL SCIENCES

Master of

Graduate Certificate of

COURSE CODE: A6030 CRICOS CODE: 099501E

COURSE CODE: A4010

STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGEMENT

STRATEGIC
COMMUNICATIONS
MANAGEMENT

RANKED TOP 100 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

FEES: A$18,400 (2022 fee)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$36,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

*

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
*

CRICOS CODE: 0100208

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Discover the tactics behind how and why communication needs to be
strategised, and develop your own informed, independent solutions.

Build your skills in advocacy, reputation management, crisis
communications, and audience research and analytics.

You’ll gain a deeper understanding of advocacy, managing reputation
and public relations, and working through crisis management.

Taught by leading academics and practitioners in the field, the Master
of Strategic Communications Management has a strong applied focus
and aligns closely with innovation taking place in the industry.

Learning directly from experts in the field, you’ll develop job-ready
skills for non-government, government and corporate sectors.

You’ll examine the impact of persuasive storytelling and influencer
strategies, and will consider the effectiveness of integrated media
campaigns using both traditional and digital approaches.

This course will equip you with invaluable specialist and industryrelevant knowledge and skills which will give you that competitive
edge. Alternatively, you can expand on your studies with the Master
of Strategic Communications Management.

You’ll be equipped with the skills and knowledge to build effective
communication and stakeholder engagement strategies, as well as the
expertise to communicate with diverse audiences during and after a crisis.

Entry requirements

Your studies will be capped with the option of an industry communications
field school, professional internship or major research project.

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field OR

Double master’s program
Double master’s with Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China

3

A minimum of five years’ work experience in a relevant
field approved by the faculty.
6

Duration

Pass (50%)
N/A

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Average
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY

3

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4 OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Pass (50%) 5

Graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field4 +
a minimum of five years’ work experience 6 in a related
field3,4

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Credit (60%)

3

2

Career options
• Marketing communications manager
• Communication strategist
• Political marketing specialist

1.5

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Strategic Communications Management
• Graduate Diploma of Arts

Career options
• Strategic communication advisor
• Public relations director
• Campaign manager
1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification (and/or experience where applicable) approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include humanities or social sciences.
5	You must have achieved a pass (50%) average in both qualifications.
6	You’ll be required to provide a curriculum vitae and a reference from your employer.
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0.5

BUSINESS

Master of

ACCOUNTING
COURSE CODE: B6002

CRICOS CODE: 095692C

RANKED NO. 32 IN THE WORLD

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)
DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$48,100 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
*

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The Master of Accounting provides the advanced skills needed to
successfully operate as a specialist in the accounting profession.
You’ll be prepared for a range of senior or leadership roles across private
or government sectors. And with data leading decision-making in today’s
successful business, you’ll be equipped to use your research and data
analysis expertise at a management level.
If you meet the prerequisites, you can enrol in research pathway units
which provide the opportunity to challenge and extend your accounting
knowledge.
You’ll also develop advanced skills in strategic thinking, problem-solving,
presentation and communication. In addition to acquiring this expertise,
the research pathway is also a first step towards graduate research study
for a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD).

Accreditation and professional recognition
The Monash-CIMA collaboration provides a fast-track route to acquire
both a Master of Accounting and the Chartered Institute of Management
Accountants (CIMA) professional qualification at the same time.

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with a major in
accounting

High Credit
(65%) 3

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with a major in
accounting + a completed qualification that satisfies entry
into a professional accounting program4, or a recognised
professional accounting program that the faculty deems
satisfactory

High Credit
(65%)

1.5

High Credit
(65%)

1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with a major in accounting
+ a graduate certificate in accounting (or equivalent), OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with a major
in accounting + a bachelor (hons) degree
(or equivalent) in accounting5, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with a major in
accounting + a completed qualification from
a professional accounting program6, OR a recognised
professional accounting program approved by the faculty.

Additional requirement
You must also submit a statement of purpose in which you’re required
to demonstrate that you possess the motivation and academic skills
required to successfully complete the program.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
Admission is competitive and all applications will be ranked and selected based on their entire academic record and their candidate statement.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or an equivalent grade point average (GPA) as approved by the Monash Business School.
4	Professional accounting programs include Chartered Accountants Program of Chartered Accountants Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ); CPA Program of CPA Australia; IPA Program of the Institute of Public Accountants
(IPA); Professional Level of the Association of Chartered Certified Accountants (ACCA).
5	You must achieve at least a second-class-division A in the bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in accounting.
6	Professional accounting programs include Practical Experience Program of CA ANZ; CPA Program including the Your Experience requirements; Mentored Experience Program (MEP) of the IPA; Professional ACCA
Qualification including the Practical Experience Requirements (PER); Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) professional qualification, which entitles use of the Charted Global accountant Management
Accountant designation.
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OUR COURSES
BUSINESS

Master of

Master of

PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING

PROFESSIONAL
ACCOUNTING AND
MASTER OF
BUSINESS LAW

COURSE CODE: B6011 CRICOS CODE: 082336G

RANKED NO. 32 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

COURSE CODE: B6015 CRICOS CODE: 082639D

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)
DURATION: 2 YEARS (full time*)

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

DURATION: 2.5 YEARS (full time*)

FEES: A$48,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

FEES: A$48,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: 	INDUSTRY PLACEMENTS,
INTERNATIONAL STUDY PROGRAM

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: 	INDUSTRY PLACEMENTS
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The Master of Professional Accounting is perfect if you are a nonaccounting professional with experience or have recently graduated
in another field and are seeking a career change.
You’ll study the full spectrum of business, financial and management
accounting, which will provide you with a solid understanding of
the accounting obligations, regulations and compliance issues that
organisations face.
As part of your coursework, you can also undertake related study
in forensic accounting, financial statement analysis and valuation.

Accreditation and professional recognition
The Monash-CIMA collaboration provides a fast-track route to
acquire both a Master of Accounting and the Chartered Institute
of Management Accountants (CIMA) professional qualifications.

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

This advanced double degree will develop your skills to address the
wide range of accounting and legal issues in contemporary business,
and provide you with a solid understanding of the accounting
obligations, regulations and compliance issues that organisations face.
This program is designed for non-law and non-accounting professionals
with experience in other fields, as well as recent graduates from other
areas of study. You’ll cover the full spectrum of business, financial and
management accounting, alongside the legal environment and its effect
on business practice in corporate governance, financial regulation and
compliance.

Accreditation and professional recognition

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1

*

Average
requirements2

Duration

Credit (60%) 3

2

By completing this course, you’ll also qualify for associate membership
with leading accounting institutions and industry bodies, such as
CPA Australia, the Institute of Public Accountants, and entry into
the Chartered Accountants’ Program of the Institute of Chartered
Accountants Australia and New Zealand.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Average
requirements2

Duration

Credit (60%) 3

2.5

Additional requirements
You must also submit a statement of purpose demonstrating that you
possess the motivation and academic skills required to successfully
complete the program.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
•
•
•
•

Master of Professional Accounting
Master of Business Law
Graduate Certificate of Business
Graduate Diploma of Business

1	If you’ve completed relevant discipline units in an Australian bachelor degree (or equivalent qualification) you may be eligible for credit for advanced preparatory units on the basis of recognised prior learning.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
You’ll be ranked and selected based on your entire academic record.
3	Or an equivalent grade point average (GPA) as determined by the faculty.
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Master of

COURSE CODE: B6014 CRICOS CODE: 082326K

COURSE CODE: B6003

ACTUARIAL STUDIES

ADVANCED FINANCE
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

DURATION: 1 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$48,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INTERNSHIPS, WORK PLACEMENTS
*

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Be ready to practise as an actuary across actuarial or risk management
fields.
This course is designed for technical, mathematical and scientific
graduates, as well as early career professionals. It will develop your
proficiency in advanced analytical and mathematical systems, applied
to risk and financial analysis in business and financial services.
It prepares you for Actuarial qualifications, the most sought after
credentials in the business and financial world.
This course will also develop your wider business awareness skills,
including communication and critical thinking.

Accreditation and professional recognition
The Master of Actuarial Studies is accredited by the Actuaries Institute.
Units that make up this degree may allow you to achieve exemptions
for the Actuaries Institute Foundation Program and some of the Actuary
Program1.

ELIGIBILITY1
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field5,
including completion of an introductory statistics unit (or
equivalent)
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related
field5,7, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field7 + graduate
certificate (or equivalent) in a related field5,7,8

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

CRICOS CODE: 097641J

RANKED NO. 32 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

Entry requirements

BUSINESS

Master of

Average
Duration4
requirements3
High Credit
(65%) 6

High Credit
(65%)

2

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: WORK PLACEMENTS, INTERNSHIPS,
INTERNATIONAL STUDY PROGRAM, QTEM PROGRAM
*

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

If you’re a recent graduate or a professional already working
in the finance industry, this course will give you advanced insight
into global financial markets, funds management, corporate finance,
financial modelling and risk management.
You’ll learn from leading academics in the field of finance as well
as industry experts, and the course offers practical ways to apply
your knowledge through the trading simulation programs run at
Monash STARLab.
You can choose to do a master’s by coursework degree, which will
give you the opportunity to explore Fintech, environmental finance
and big data, or, if invited by the Course Director to apply, and subject
to a selective interview process, you can pursue a pathway into a PhD.

QTEM graduate exchange and internship program
Boost your career prospects and gain a QTEM degree together with
your Master of Advanced Finance. Develop in-depth skills in analytical
and quantitative techniques, study a semester overseas, and advance
your industry skills with an international internship2.

Accreditation and professional recognition
1.5

This course is a CFA program, partner of the CFA Institute – the global
association for investment professionals that awards the international
Chartered Financial Analyst designation.

Entry requirements

Average
Duration4
requirements3

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with a major in
finance7,9 OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
significant work experience in the finance industry7,9
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field11

High Credit
(65%)10

2

High Credit
(65%)

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business
1	You should be aware that the granting of exemptions from particular subjects may affect your ability to gain Actuaries Institute exemptions.
2 Pending international travel restrictions.
3	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
4	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
5	Related fields are technical, mathematical or scientific disciplines.
6	Or an equivalent GPA approved by the faculty. Applicants will be ranked and selected based on their entire academic record.
7	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
8	A high credit (65%) average is required in both qualifications.
9	Students wishing to undertake the research pathway must maintain at least a WAM of 80 and be accepted for entry by the Course Coordinator and the Higher Degrees Research Director.
10	You’ll be ranked accordingly on your entire academic record.
11	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty that has not been used as a basis for entry.
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BUSINESS

Master of

APPLIED ECONOMETRICS
COURSE CODE: B6001

CRICOS CODE: 108689J

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: WORK PLACEMENTS

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The Master of Applied Econometrics has a strong emphasis on
developing analytical skills required to design and implement
econometric projects for the government and business sectors. You’ll
develop professional competence in the aspects of commerce required
for careers in the corporate sector and government.
You can focus your studies from the start, blending a conceptual
theoretical framework with practical applications. It covers basic
discipline material through to more specialised discipline requirements.
You’ll engage in comprehensive study of applied econometrics, time
series analysis, financial econometrics, macroeconometrics and
microeconometrics and build in-depth expertise in one of the following
themes:
• macro and financial econometrics
• micro and health econometrics
• data analytics for energy and climate.
You’ll also have the opportunity to undertake independent research,
and be equipped with the required skills in econometric techniques
and research to undertake applied econometric projects. The Master
of Applied Econometrics may also be used as a PhD pathway for
high-performing students to pursue doctoral study. The degree you’re
awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.

ELIGIBILITY

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Average
Duration3
requirements2
High Credit
(65%)4

2

High Credit
(65%)

1.5

High Credit
(65%)

1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field5,6, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field + a graduate
certificate (or equivalent) in a related field5,6,7 OR

This course is designed to help marketing professionals get ahead
of the curve, and make a positive impact on business and society.
You’ll build a toolkit of the techniques, frameworks and strategies
necessary for a competent, responsible and effective marketing leader.
You’ll be taught by leading academics and industry experts, and study
the latest theories and research influencing the industry, including
topics on advertising, company strategy and value creation.
All core units are offered online or on campus, with day and evening
classes also available.
With the opportunity to undertake a corporate project thesis or take part
in our global study program, you’ll be equipped to progress into more
advanced and innovative roles.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field4 +
three years’ relevant employment OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field
+ one years’ relevant employment

Average
requirements2

Duration

Credit (60%)

1

Additional requirements
You’ll also need to provide:
• your curriculum vitae, including two referees
• a statement of purpose.
You’ll be ranked based on your relevant employment experience, your
entire academic record and statement of purpose.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in any field6
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field5,7

T he online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning
(where this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.
*
Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa fo3r confirmation.
^

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INTERNSHIPS, WORK PLACEMENTS, QTEM PROGRAM

1

CRICOS CODE: 102559A

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus, off campus^)

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

Entry requirements

APPLIED MARKETING
COURSE CODE: B6010

RANKED NO. 35 IN THE WORLD

*

Master of

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Business

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

1	Applicants wishing to complete the a Master of Applied Econometrics must have achieved a result of at least a distinction (70%) average in a first-year undergraduate maths/statistics unit (or equivalent).
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
4	Or an equivalent GPA as approved by the faculty.
5	Related fields include economics, econometrics and business statistics.
6	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
7	A high-credit (65%) average is required in both qualifications.
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BUSINESS

Master of

BANKING AND FINANCE
COURSE CODE: B6004

CRICOS CODE: 079580M

RANKED NO. 32 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

Entry requirements

Average
Duration3
requirements2

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Credit (60%)4

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field , OR

FEES: A$48,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field5, OR

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: I NTERNSHIPS, WORK PLACEMENTS,
INTERNATIONAL STUDY PROGRAM
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

2

5

Credit (60%)
1.5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in any field , OR
5

Successful completion of a Monash University Graduate
Certificate of Business

N/A
Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree in a related field6

1

Monash English language level
Gain a thorough understanding of the banking and finance industry –
even if you’re new to it.

Level A (see page 94).

You’ll cover banking systems, money markets, financial management,
financial modelling, investments, lending, and risk management.
Your studies will come together to form a practical skillset – including
critical thinking and communication skills – that you can immediately use
in the changing financial world.

• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

Alternative exits

QTEM Graduate exchange and internship program
Boost your career prospects and gain a QTEM degree together with your
Master of Banking and Finance. Develop in-depth skills in analytical and
quantitative techniques, study a semester overseas, and advance your
industry skills with an international internship1.

Accreditation and professional recognition
This course is a CFA program partner of the CFA Institute, the global
association for investment professionals that awards the international
Chartered Financial Analyst designation. You may also be eligible for
membership to FINSIA (Financial Services Institute of Australasia).
Contact these bodies directly for more information.

1	Pending international travel restrictions.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
4	Or an equivalent grade point average (GPA) approved by the faculty. Applicants will be ranked and selected based on their entire academic record.
5	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
6	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty which has not been used as a basis for entry to another course within the Monash Business School.
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Master of

BUSINESS
COURSE CODE: B6005

CRICOS CODE: 079669B

Entry requirements

RANKED NO. 45 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

ELIGIBILITY

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field, or an
approved pathway

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Credit (60%) 4

FEES: A$48,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3, OR

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in any field3, OR

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INTERNSHIPS, CONSULTING PROJECTS

Successful completion of a Monash University Graduate Certificate
of Business

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Are you a recent graduate wanting to become a business leader?
Develop your leadership and interpersonal skills, and transform the
way you operate in professional contexts with this forward-thinking,
industry-focused master’s course. This course will help you build
the practical skills and industry‑based knowledge crucial for today’s
complex and dynamic business environment.

Specialisations
•
•
•
•
•
•

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Business Economics
Contemporary management
Entrepreneurship
Financial and risk management
International business
Marketing

Bachelor degree (or equivalent) in any field + a graduate
certificate (or equivalent) in a related field3,5, OR

Credit (60%)
1.5

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field3

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

• Responsible business

governance
• Strategic communications

management
• Supply chain management

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
4	Or an equivalent GPA as approved by the faculty. Applicants will be ranked and selected based on their entire academic record.
5	A credit (60%) average is required in both qualifications.
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2

1

Graduate Diploma of

COURSE CODE: B4001 CRICOS CODE: 069580E

COURSE CODE: B5001 CRICOS CODE: 069579J

BUSINESS

BUSINESS

Graduate Certificate of

BUSINESS

RANKED NO. 45 IN THE WORLD

RANKED NO. 45 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

FEES: A$23,900 (2022 fee)

FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

*

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Our Graduate Certificate of Business is part of a suite of offerings that
will enable you to develop your disciplinary knowledge and skills to
advance your career. It requires the completion of only four units from
a range of contemporary business themes, as below. Some units are
offered in the evenings, online, or in block mode, which means you can
balance your work and study.
• Accounting in business
• Law and responsible business
• Contemporary leadership
• Project management
• Corporate governance
• Managing the supply chain
• Human resources
• Marketing communication
• Human resource management
• Marketing management
• International trade
• Risk management
• Sustainability
Alternatively, you can curate your own experience and select four units
from the wide range of units offered by Monash Business School. There’s
plenty of choice and it’s a perfect way for business professionals to give
their skills a boost, without putting their career on hold. Some units are
offered outside business hours or in block mode, which means you can
balance your work and study.
The Graduate Certificate of Business is a qualification on its own,
but it will also bring you a step closer to completing a master’s if you
decide to take your study further.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

When looking to upskill and advance your career, the key advantage
of studying with Monash Business School is our ability to offer choice
and flexibility.
Our Graduate Diploma of Business will allow you to explore contemporary
business issues, theory and best practice in a discipline of choice. With a
wide range of options within the disciplines of marketing, management,
accounting, banking and finance, economics or business law, your
study at Monash Business School will enable you to develop cuttingedge technical knowledge and skills. You’ll also develop important
generic skills valued by employers, such as critical thinking, leadership,
communication and team skills.
If you choose to do the program full-time, you can graduate with a
Graduate Diploma of Business in just 12 months. This program will also
give you a taste of graduate study, and can be a pathway to a master’s
degree.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field or
approved pathway

Average
requirements1

Duration

High Pass
(55%) 3

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Duration

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field OR
A minimum of three years’ relevant employment with at least
one year of professional/managerial experience2

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

0.5

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Business

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table. You’ll
be ranked and selected based on your entire academic record.
2 Applicants applying on the basis of work experience are required to provide a detailed curriculum vitae, outlining their employment history and professional experience.
3 Or an equivalent GPA as approved by the faculty.
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OUR COURSES

Master of

BUSINESS

Master of Business Administration

BUSINESS
ANALYTICS

THE MONASH MBA
COURSE CODE: B6016 CRICOS CODE: 001461G

RANKED NO. 3 IN OCEANIA

COURSE CODE: B6022 CRICOS CODE: 0100564

QS World University Global MBA Ranking, 2022.

RANKED NO. 35 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus*)

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

FEES: A$46,600 (2022 fees p.a.)

DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY
FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

CONSULTING PROJECTS
*

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Day and evening classes are available.

*

The Monash MBA is a two-year on-campus program involving
experience-based modules, live consulting projects, industry
engagement, and study with international business schools.
The study schedule involves intensive weekend blocks, and evenings.
The program is designed to enable domestic students to work fulltime while they study.
Featuring a focus on leadership and with modules on innovation,
transformation, and globalisation, the Monash MBA takes a practicebased approach to developing strategic leadership skills. It’s designed
for ambitious young professionals with a minimum of three years’
business experience.
The MBA program brings together international and local students
from a wide range of professional and cultural backgrounds, and is
committed to a global orientation in all its activities.
Live projects on strategy, commercialisation of technology, applied
industry analysis and global strategy are designed into the curriculum.
Working closely with leading professors, business executives and
project mentors, you’ll consult directly with business organisations
to undertake these projects.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field + three years’
work experience with at least one year of professional/
managerial experience

Duration
2

Additional requirements
You’ll also need to submit:
• a curriculum vitae
• a statement of purpose.
Applicants will be required to attend an interview (by telephone) with
a member of the selection panel.

Monash English language level

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

In this course, you’ll learn world-leading techniques and rigorous
foundations in statistical thinking, probabilistic modelling and
computational techniques. It’s a hands-on program, where you’ll learn
how to solve problems, analyse and interpret data, as well as collect,
tidy, wrangle and build recipes with fresh and local data that tell you
about your world.
Your instructors are global experts in the field of data-driven
decision-making, with active and globally connected research programs.
And as part of a small and elite program, you’ll work closely with
your instructors, resulting in more personalised assistance with your
career development.

Accreditation and professional recognition
This course is professionally accredited by the Statistical Society
of Australia.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY2
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

High credit
(65%) 5

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

High credit
(65%) 5

1.5

Additional requirements
• You must have successfully completed a first-year undergraduate

statistics units, or provide evidence of qualifications/training
or experience that Monash Business School considers to be a
satisfactory substitute.
• You must prepare a statement of purpose that shows you have the
motivation and academic skills to successfully complete the program.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits

Alternative exits

• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

Average
Duration4
requirements3

1	Applicants will be ranked accordingly based on their entire academic record employment experience and a Statement of Purpose.
2	There are limited places available in this course. The entry score is only indicative.
3	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
4	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
5	Or equivalent GPA as approved by the faculty.
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Master of

Master of

COURSE CODE: B6023 CRICOS CODE: 0101330

COURSE CODE: B6030 CRICOS CODE: 108688K

RANKED NO.45 IN THE WORLD

RANKED NO. 35 IN THE WORLD

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

DURATION: 1 OR 2 YEARS (full time^)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

BUSINESS

ECONOMICS

COMMERCE

FEES: A$33,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$TBA* (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

^

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

This program has been developed for high achievers who have completed
a degree in banking, finance or a related area.
It’s a prestigious program that combines coursework and research,
and involves undertaking research methodology training and carrying
out independent research projects in banking and finance.
As part of this program, you’ll also work closely with a supervisor who
will provide you with individual guidance and academic counselling.
This program can act as a research pathway, and is ideal if you’re
interested in pursuing a PhD, as it will give you the opportunity to
demonstrate your advanced research, analytics and communication skills.

Entry requirements
Average
requirements1

Duration2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

Distinction
(70%) 3

2

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in finance4

High distinction
(80%)

1

ELIGIBILITY

Additional requirements
Shortlisted applicants will be invited to attend an interview with a
panel constituted by the research director. Admission is a competitive
process.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.
Fees are yet available for this course. Please visit monash.edu/study for updated course
information.

^ 

* 

This course provides an advanced understanding of economics and
its application to government and business decision-making. With its
strong emphasis on developing analytical skills it will help you develop
professional competence in those aspects of commerce required for
careers in the corporate sector and government.
It’s ideal if you’re looking to extend your knowledge of economic analysis
in the global economy. You’ll develop a solid grounding in economic
development, competition policy, economic policy, project evaluation,
pricing and risk and regulation.
Designed for recent economics graduates and for early career
economists, you’ll develop expertise in applied economic tools and
undertake independent research. This course also provides the
opportunity to develop deep knowledge in a particular area of economics,
such as development economics or policy economics.
You can focus your studies from the start, blending a conceptual
theoretical framework with practical applications that will cover basic
discipline material through to more specialised discipline requirements.
You can also create your own stream selecting units that align with your
career aspirations.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field5,6

Average
requirements1

Duration2

High credit (65%)

2

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in finance6
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field
+ a graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related
field7,8 OR

High credit (65%)

1.5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in any field7
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related
field8

High credit (65%)

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	A distinction (70%) average in four units (24 credit points) in a relevant discipline at level three is required.
4	Or equivalent qualification approved by the faculty which has not been used as a basis for entry.
5	Or an equivalent GPA as approved by the faculty.
6	Applicants will be ranked and selected based on their entire academic record.
7	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
8	You’ll need to achieve a high credit average (65%) in both qualifications.
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BUSINESS

Graduate Diploma of

ECONOMIC ANALYTICS
COURSE CODE: B5007

CRICOS CODE: 103503J

RANKED NO. 39 IN THE WORLD

Entry requirements

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)
DURATION: 6 MONTHS OR 1 YEAR (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%) 5

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field6, OR

High credit
(65%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field 6 + a
graduate certificate (or equivalent) in a related field6 OR

High credit
(65%)7

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in any field4,6

High credit
(65%)

A Graduate Diploma of Economic Analytics will provide you with
advanced knowledge of economic policy, data-driven economic decision
making, forecasting and econometrics. You’ll have the opportunity to
upskill and deepen your understanding of economic analytics to launch
or advance your career in this growing area.

Additional requirements

This graduate diploma is perfect if you’re new to the field, as you’ll
be introduced to economics and econometrics at an advanced
undergraduate and graduate level.

Monash English language level

You’ll gain insights in data visualisation and data analysis, cost benefit
analysis and economic decision making, as well as the application of
microeconomics and industry economics, econometrics and business
forecasting. You’ll also be able to take part in in-class coding labs.

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Business

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	You must have passed a first-year undergraduate statistics or mathematics unit (or equivalent). Applicants will be ranked and selected based on their entire academic record.
4 You must have passed a first-year undergraduate statistics or mathematics unit (or equivalent).
5 Or equivalent GPA.
6	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
7	You must have achieved a high-credit (65%) average in both qualifications.
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0.5

You must have passed a first-year undergraduate statistics unit, or
provide evidence of qualifications/training or experience that the faculty
considers to be equivalent.

As part of this course you’ll be studying master’s-level units, which will
count towards a master’s-level qualification should you want to expand
your knowledge further in the future.
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1

GLOBAL BUSINESS
COURSE CODE: B6018

BUSINESS

GLOBAL EXECUTIVE MBA

Master of

COURSE CODE: B6017 CRICOS CODE: 097693G

CRICOS CODE: 096697A

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)
DURATION: 15 MONTHS (full time)

RANKED NO. 45 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2020

INTAKE: SEPTEMBER

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

FEES: A$59,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

DEGREE AWARDED

FEES: A$48,100 (2022 fees p.a.)

Global Executive Master of Business Administration

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INTERNSHIP, CORPORATE PROJECT
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Enrich your business experience with global insight. You’ll build on
your undergraduate degree and work experience, and advance your
knowledge of business and how it interacts with the global environment
by studying business strategy, trade policy, global trade law, diplomacy,
sustainability and intercultural communication.
Study the economic, political and social forces that impact businesses
internationally – and learn to navigate this world effectively.
You’ll grow as a negotiator, problem-solver and communicator, and gain
an expanded global view of business that takes into account strategy,
government, politics, trade, sustainability, culture and social responsibility.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1

Average
Duration3
requirements2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
two years’ relevant employment, OR

Pass (50%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Distinction
(70%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field +
two years’ relevant employment, OR

Pass (50%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field, OR

Distinction
(70%)

Successful completion of a Monash University Graduate
Certificate of Business

High credit
(65%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field +
five years’ relevant employment, OR

Pass (50%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field

Distinction
(70%)

Additional requirements
• You’ll need to provide a statement of purpose.
• You may be invited to attend an interview.

2

The Global Executive MBA is an intensive 15-month program for
experienced managers, featuring international modules and a series
of weekend modules.
Designed for executives in diverse sectors and professions with a
minimum of 10 years’ work experience, the program addresses
complex, challenging, strategic issues in organisations. The course
aims to develop graduates who are global in orientation and who
can lead organisations at a senior level. It emphasises contemporary
business and organisational challenges, and provides an integrated
approach to discipline-based academic content.
The module themes are globalisation, innovation and transformation.
The projects, cases and materials are strategic, global and
contemporary, and the program has the active involvement of senior
industry leaders locally and internationally.
The three international modules are taught by leading business schools
in Europe, Asia and America. International business consulting projects
in high-tech sectors – advanced manufacturing, life sciences, digital
transformation – are also undertaken in these markets.

Entry requirements
Duration

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field + minimum 10
years’ management experience4
1.5

15 months

Additional requirements
• You’ll need to submit a statement of purpose.
• If shortlisted, you’ll be invited to an interview.

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

1	If you wish to undertake the research pathway you must maintain at least a 70 Weighted Average Mark and be accepted for entry by the Course Director and the Higher Degrees Research Director.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
You’ll be ranked and selected based on your entire academic record, employment experience and a statement of purpose.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
4	Applicants should be in current employment in order to apply ideas in practice and to share executive experiences. You’ll be ranked and selected based on your entire academic record, professional experience,
achievements (where applicable) and a statement of purpose.
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BUSINESS

Master of

Master of

MANAGEMENT

REGULATION AND
COMPLIANCE

COURSE CODE: B6009 CRICOS CODE: 099543F

RANKED NO. 45 IN THE WORLD

COURSE CODE: B6020 CRICOS CODE: 0100211

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus, multi-modal^)

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: 	INDUSTRY PLACEMENTS,
INTERNATIONAL STUDY TOURS

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INTERNSHIPS, WORK PLACEMENTS
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Sharpen your leadership and interpersonal skills, and develop practical
techniques to excel in higher managerial roles in any field.
You’ll learn to inspire those around you and achieve greater productivity
from employees in a range of dynamic working environments. You’ll also
develop specialist knowledge to understand complex management and
human resource management issues by studying one of two streams
on offer:
• Managing organisations
• People, culture and human resource strategy.

Accreditation and professional recognition
This course is professionally accredited by Australian HR Institute.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1

Average
Duration3
requirements2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
two years’ relevant employment, OR

Pass (50%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Distinction
(70%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field +
two years’ relevant employment, OR

Pass (50%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

Distinction
(70%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field +
five years’ relevant employment, OR

Pass (50%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field

Distinction
(70%)

^
*

U nits may be taught at Caulfield or a Monash city location. This includes compulsory units.
P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

This is a future-focused, innovation-led course designed to provide
you with the skills needed to navigate regulatory compliance within
an increasingly complex corporate environment.
Designed in conjunction with industry experts, this course will equip
you to manage beyond compliance, through exposure to international
best practice and the latest regulatory technologies. You’ll also discover
how to identify key risks within businesses, and gain an understanding
of the contemporary regulatory and compliance environment in which
business operates.
You can focus on one discipline or select from a range of disciplinespecific regulation orientated electives in the areas of: financial
services; sustainability and the environment; employment and human
resources; global enterprise; artificial intelligence and new technologies;
and ethics and risk management.

Entry requirements
2

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
one year’s relevant employment

1.5

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field +
two year’s relevant employment
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field +
three year’s relevant employment
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a
related field

Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
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2

Distinction (70%)
Pass (50%)

1.5

Distinction (70%)
Pass (50%)
1
Distinction (70%)

You’ll also need to provide:
• a detailed CV (where employment is factoring into your application)
• a statement of purpose (max. 1000 words) demonstrating you
possess the motivation and academic skills to successfully complete
the program.

Monash English language level

46

Pass (50%)

Duration3

Additional requirements

You may be invited to attend an interview.

1	Students wishing to undertake the research pathway must maintain at least a WAM of 70 and be
accepted for entry by the Course Director and the Higher Degrees Research Director.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your
prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility
requirements table. You’ll be ranked and selected based on your entire academic record, employment
experience and a statement of purpose.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.

Average
requirements2

• Graduate Certificate of Business
• Graduate Diploma of Business

EDUCATION

Master of

APPLIED BEHAVIOUR ANALYSIS
COURSE CODE: D6015 CRICOS CODE: 102715E
LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, online*)
DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY

FEES: A$34,200 (2022 fees p.a.)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
Published durations apply to full-time study mode.

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field + two years’
full-time equivalent relevant professional experience, OR

*

T he online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning (where
this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.

This course is for those interested in the science and practice of applied
behaviour analysis in clinic, home, school and work settings. You’ll be
provided with the knowledge and tools to help people with diverse needs
to learn new skills, become more independent, and overcome socially
important problems, using empirically-supported assessment, teaching,
and intervention strategies.
You’ll graduate ready to work across a range of contexts, including early
intervention, general education, inclusive and special education, and
specialised behaviour support.

Professional accreditation
The Association for Behavior Analysis International has verified this
course toward the coursework requirements for eligibility to take the
Board Certified Behavior Analyst® examination. Applicants will need
to meet additional requirements before they can be deemed eligible
to take the examination.

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in education or a related
field relevant to the specialisation, OR

Credit (60%)

2

Credit (60%)

1.5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent), or graduate
certificate, or graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or
equivalent) in any field
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in education or a related
discipline as relevant to the specialisation + two years’
full-time equivalent relevant professional experience, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or graduate
diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent) in any field
+ two years’ of full-time equivalent relevant professional
Credit (60%)
experience, OR

1

Bachelor’s (hons) degree or a graduate certificate or a
graduate diploma (or equivalent) in education or a related
field as relevant to the specialisation, OR
Master’s degree (or equivalent) in education or a related
discipline as relevant to the specialisation

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Education Studies
• Graduate Diploma of Education Studies

Career options
• Behaviour analyst in a range of settings
• Early intervention clinician
• Special educator/special education administrator

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
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OUR COURSES

Master of

Graduate Certificate of

EDUCATION

EDUCATION
COURSE CODE: D6002

EDUCATION
STUDIES

CRICOS CODE: 078862J

COURSE CODE: D4001 CRICOS CODE: 084062B

RANKED NO. 1 IN AUSTRALIA
Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2021

RANKED NO. 1 IN AUSTRALIA

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, online*)

Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2021

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, online*)

FEES: A$34,200 (2022 fees p.a.)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time^)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
Published durations apply to full-time study mode.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

*

FEES: A$17,100 (2022 fee)

T he online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning
(where this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.

This course addresses the professional learning needs of educators,
educational administrators, managers and others interested or involved
in learning and education, both locally and internationally.
The Master of Education looks at learning in schools, workplaces and
community, and connects research and practice to make you a stronger
thinker, an engaged practitioner and an advanced specialist.
This course doesn’t provide a recognised initial teaching qualification.
Students seeking an initial teaching qualification should refer to the
Master of Teaching.

Specialisations1
•
•
•
•

Digital learning
Early childhood education
General education studies
Inclusive and special education

This course gives you an understanding of concepts and issues in
education, locally and globally, and allows you to build your knowledge
of major theoretical and professional debates in specialist areas.

Average
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field, OR

Average
Duration3
requirements2
Credit (60%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
two years of full-time equivalent relevant professional
experience, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in education or a
related field4, OR

Designed to introduce you to the field of education at a graduate level,
this course is suited to those with a first qualification in a discipline
other than education. It’s also a pathway for those who don’t meet the
entry requirements for the Master of Applied Behaviour Analysis, Master
of Education, Master of TESOL or Master of Educational Leadership.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

T he online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning
(where this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.
^
Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.
*

Course completion allows you to pursue education-related careers
and/or further study in education.

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.

ELIGIBILITY

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

Five years’ relevant full-time informal learning, with a
recommendation letter 6, will be considered on a
case-by-case basis

Duration

Pass (50%)

5

N/A

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).
Credit (60%)

1.5

Credit (60%)

1

Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent)
in any field
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in education or a
related field4 + two years of full-time equivalent relevant
professional experience, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent)
in any field + two years of full-time equivalent relevant
professional experience, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent)
in education or a related field4

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Education Studies
• Graduate Diploma of Education Studies
1 For detailed information on specialisations, visit monash.edu/study/course/d6002
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
4	Related fields include disciplines relevant to your chosen specialisation.
5	Related fields include education and teaching.
6	Such as a reference from an employer.
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EDUCATIONAL
LEADERSHIP

EDUCATIONAL
RESEARCH

COURSE CODE: D6013

COURSE CODE: D4004 CRICOS CODE: 079582J

CRICOS CODE: 0101139

RANKED NO. 1 IN AUSTRALIA

RANKED NO. 1 IN AUSTRALIA

Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2021

Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2021

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, online*)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, online*)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: JANUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$35,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$17,100 (2022 fee)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

*

T he online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning
(where this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.

*

EDUCATION

Graduate Certificate of

Master of

T he online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning
(where this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.

In this course you’ll consider various constructs of leadership, including
traditional and emergent leadership theories, cultural manifestations
of leadership, the role of social justice in educational settings, and the
persistent challenges facing leaders. You’ll gain an understanding of
how leadership interacts with, and responds to, the dynamics of policy,
politics and power in differing contexts, and how this shapes education
and learning.

This course is designed as a pathway to prepare you to undertake
research at a graduate level. You’ll learn about research methodology,
design and ethics as you plan and conduct a research study that can
lead to a graduate research course.

In your final semester, you’ll immerse yourself in a project tailored to
your specific interests, which will deepen and enhance your learning,
and prepare you for the next step in your career.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements
Average
requirements1 Duration2

ELIGIBILITY

Credit
(60%)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
two years’ relevant professional experience3
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

Completion of this course to a high standard positions you to apply for
a PhD or master’s by research in the field of education.

ELIGIBILITY
A four-year bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in
education or a related field

Average
requirements1

Duration

High Credit
(65%)

0.5

Additional requirements
A detailed curriculum vitae listing qualifications, work experience
and the details of two recent referees.

Monash English language level
4

Credit
(60%)

1.5

Credit
(60%)

1

Level A (see page 94).

Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma (or equivalent) in any field
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3 + two
years1 relevant professional experience3, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma (or equivalent) in any field + two years’
full-time equivalent relevant professional experience3
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma (or equivalent) in a related field4

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Education Studies
• Graduate Diploma of Education Studies

Career options
•
•
•
•
•

School principal or vice-principal
Year-level or subject coordinator
Corporate or tertiary education manager
Educational consultant
Early childhood education centre manager

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Relevant professional experience include teaching, education or adult/vocational education – this could be in schools, universities, public sector, private business, and community organisations.
4	Related fields include education and teaching.
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Master of

Graduate Certificate of

COURSE CODE: D6003 CRICOS CODE: 083043B

COURSE CODE: D4002 CRICOS CODE: 102762J

COUNSELLING

COUNSELLING

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, online*)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

DURATION: 0.5 YEARS (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$38,200 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$19,100 (2022 fee)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
Published durations apply to full-time study mode.

This is the 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT: 250 HOURS
*

 nline study includes a compulsory three-day residential school at the Clayton campus. The
O
online offering of this course is not available to international students who are holders of an
Australian student visa, for study onshore in Australia. However, holders of some other categories
of Australian visas living in Australia, and students studying off-campus by distance learning
(where this option is available) and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this course.

Providing you with a professional qualification, and offering a
combination of theory and professional experience, this course equips
you with all you need to start a rewarding career as a counsellor.
This highly practical course draws on the latest thinking and approaches
to counselling and psychotherapy to develop your understanding of
the mental health issues that arise across a lifetime. You’ll examine
the various forms of professional counselling, including online and
distance counselling, child and adolescent counselling, and individual,
couples and group counselling.

This course will provide you with knowledge of theory, concepts,
principles, issues and contexts relevant to working as a counsellor,
as well as preparatory skills.
For those already within an established career, the course will provide
complimentary knowledge and understanding of human behaviour
which may be applied to enable a positive, supportive and safe
workplace environment.
Note: Successful completion of the Graduate Certificate of Counselling
does not guarantee admission into the Master of Counselling course.
Applicants interested in progressing to the Master of Counselling course
will need to submit a new course application. Admission into the Master
of Counselling is competitive and based on academic merit.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY2

This course includes 250 hours of placement1 to help you develop your
counselling and interpersonal skills with clients and colleagues

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Accreditation and professional recognition

Monash English language level

This course is accredited in Australia by the Australian Counselling
Association (ACA) and Psychotherapy and Counselling Federation of
Australia (PACFA).

Average
Duration
requirements3
Credit (60%)

0.5

Level D (see page 94).

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY2
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Average
Duration4
requirements3
Distinction
(70%)

2

Distinction
(70%)

1.5

Distinction
(70%)

1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field + two years of
full-time equivalent relevant professional experience, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field5, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent)
in any field
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field5 + two years
of full-time equivalent relevant professional experience, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent)
in any field + two years of full-time equivalent relevant
professional experience, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate or
graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent)
in a related field5

Additional requirements
Working with Children Check

Monash English language level
Level D (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Counselling
• Graduate Diploma of Counselling
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1	The Counselling Placement Team sources many placements, and communicates these opportunities
to students. Please note most placement providers will require you to submit an application and/or
attend an interview to secure the placement. If you’re an interstate, overseas or rural student, you’ll be
required to source your own placements, under the guidance of the Counselling Placement Team.
2	There are limited places available in this course. The entry score is only indicative.
3	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your
prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility
requirements table.
4	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
5	Related fields include counselling, psychology and social work.

EDUCATION

Graduate Diploma of

PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
COURSE CODE: D5002 CRICOS CODE: 084063A
LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY
FEES: A$38,900 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Our Graduate Diploma of Professional Psychology is designed to meet
the requirements of the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council
(APAC) for a generalist fourth-year in psychology.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with a major in
psychology from any course accredited by the APAC.
Please note that qualifications need to have been
completed within the past 10 years2

Average
requirements1

Duration

Distinction
(70%) 3

1

Monash English language level
Level D (see page 94).

This course is suited to those who want to pursue advanced graduate
study in psychology at master’s or doctoral level, or to undertake
supervised psychological practice.

Career options

By studying our Graduate Diploma of Professional Psychology,
you’re offered advanced study of psychology, research training and
an introduction to psychological practice. You’ll be able to choose an
elective from topics including developmental psychology and wellbeing,
or positive psychology in professional practice. After graduating, you can
undertake further training and study needed for professional registration
in psychology.

• Private practice, health and welfare services, and business

• General registration as a psychologist (after additional studies to

complete the required pathway).
environments.

Professional accreditation
Our psychology courses are accredited by the Australian Psychology
Accreditation Council (APAC). Professional accreditation ensures those
graduating from the courses hold degrees recognised by employers,
and adhere to state and national accreditation standards.

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Those with international qualifications will need to have their qualifications assessed by the Australian Psychological Society (APS). Visit www.psychology.org.au
3	You’ll need to have achieved a distinction (70%) in your third year of psychology.
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OUR COURSES
EDUCATION

Master of

PROFESSIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
COURSE CODE: D6008 CRICOS CODE: 079583G
LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus, multi-modal)
DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY
FEES: A$38,900 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 300 HOURS

Our Master of Professional Psychology is designed to meet the
requirements of the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC)
and the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency (AHPRA) for a
generalist fifth year in psychology.
This course equips selected psychology graduates with the advanced
psychotherapeutic skills required for general registration as a psychologist.
It develops your professional capability to apply the theoretical, research,
assessment and therapeutic skills involved in psychology.
Following graduation, you’ll be able to undertake a year of supervised
generalist practice, then progress to full registration as a psychologist.

Professional accreditation
Our psychology courses are accredited by the Australian Psychology
Accreditation Council. Professional accreditation ensures those
graduating from the courses hold degrees recognised by employers,
and adhere to state and national accreditation standards.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
A fourth year of psychology study from any course
accredited by the APAC, which may be a graduate diploma
or a bachelor’s honours degree. Please note qualifications
must have been completed within the past 10 years2

Average
requirements1

Duration

High Credit
(65%) 3

1

Additional requirements
You’ll also need:
• to complete a supplementary form that demonstrates evidence
of suitability for work as a professional psychologist and includes
referee reports (one academic and one professional) and relevant
work experience (voluntary or paid)
• to meet the English language requirements of the Psychology
Board of Australia (PsyBA). Consult the PsyBA website for these
requirements: www.psychologyboard.gov.au
• to attend an interview.

Special requirements

• Working with Children Check (before placement).
• Provisional registration with the Psychology Board of Australia

(before commencing study, and maintain such registration
throughout the period of enrolment).

Monash English language level
Level D (see page 94).

Career options

• General registration as a psychologist (after one year of supervised

practice outside of the course).
• Private practice, health and welfare services, and business environments.

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Those with international qualifications will need to have their qualifications assessed by the Australian Psychological Society (APS). Visit www.psychology.org.au
3	You’ll need to have achieved a high credit (65%) in fourth-year psychology. Admission into the course is competitive and may require a higher overall average than the minimum requirement.
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EDUCATION

Master of

EDUCATIONAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY
COURSE CODE: D6007

CRICOS CODE: 038585A

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY
FEES: A$38,900 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
Published durations apply to full-time study mode.
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT: 1000 HOURS

Educational and developmental psychologists focus on how people
develop and learn throughout their lifetime.
They work with individuals, families, groups and organisations, and have
varying roles such as school psychologist, guidance officer, and child
and adolescent counsellor. They conduct psychological and educational
assessments and instructional planning for exceptional children,
adolescents and adults.
You’ll apply theory to practice with 1000 hours of supervised professional
experience in a range of settings. In a research thesis, you’ll develop
an evidence-based approach to psychology, carrying out reviews and
scientific investigations relevant to the theory and practice of educational
and developmental psychology.
As a graduate, you’ll be qualified to register as a psychologist with
the Psychology Board of Australia (PsyBA). You’ll also meet most
requirements for membership of the College of Educational and
Developmental Psychologists of the Australian Psychological Society.

Professional accreditation
Our Master of Educational and Developmental Psychology is accredited
by the Australian Psychology Accreditation Council (APAC) as a fifth
and sixth-year sequence in psychology that prepares you to practise
as an educational and developmental psychologist in settings including
schools, health and welfare services, care facilities and businesses.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
A fourth year of psychology study from any course
accredited by the APAC, which may be a graduate
diploma or bachelor’s honours degree2.
Please note that qualifications need to have been
completed within the past 10 years.

Average
requirements1

Duration

Distinction
(70%) 3

2

Additional requirements
You’ll also need to:
• complete a supplementary form that demonstrates evidence of
suitability for work as a professional psychologist and includes
referee reports (one academic and one professional), and relevant
voluntary or paid work experience
• meet the English language requirements of Monash University
and the Psychology Board of Australia (PsyBA). Consult the PsyBA
website for these requirements: www.psychologyboard.gov.au
• attend an interview, if shortlisted.
Applicant checks:
• Working with Children Check (before placement).
• Provisional registration with the PsyBA (before commencing study,
and maintain such registration throughout the period of enrolment).
Applicant checks for off-campus professional experience
activities
This course requires you undertake mandatory off-campus professional
experience activities. In order to do this, you’ll need to:
• submit proof of your registration with the PsyBA
• meet the specific security clearances that apply in whichever state/
territory your professional experience is being undertaken
• complete professional experience orientation provided by the faculty.

Monash English language level
Level D (see page 94).

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Applicants with international qualifications will need to have their qualifications assessed by the Australian Psychology Society.
3	You’ll need to have achieved a distinction (70%) in your fourth year of psychology. Admission into the course is competitive and may require a higher overall average than the minimum requirement.
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OUR COURSES

Master of

EDUCATION

TEACHING
COURSE CODE: D6001

CRICOS CODE: 083045M

Entry requirements

RANKED NO. 1 IN AUSTRALIA
Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2021

ELIGIBILITY

LOCATION: CLAYTON, PENINSULA^ (on campus)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

DURATION: 2 YEARS † (full time)

Please refer to footnotes 2, 3 and 5 for more information on
entry requirements for specific specialisations.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

Average
requirements1

Duration

Credit (60%)

2

FEES: A$33,600 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Additional requirement

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE: 70 DAYS

Applicants must sit the Casper test6. Casper is a requirement for
many of the initial teacher education courses in Victoria. Casper is a
non-cognitive online test designed to assess an applicant’s personal
and professional attributes. For further information on the test, visit
monash.edu/education/takecasper

DEGREE AWARDED

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.
^

†

 ot all specialisations are offered at all campuses. Refer to the Specialisations table to find the
N
applicable campus.
The Secondary Education specialisation is offered in 1.5 years accelerated mode and can only be
studied full-time.

Do you have an undergraduate degree in another discipline, and want a
career as a global educator and teacher?
Our curriculum combines theory and professional experience, giving
you the skills and professional values to become an effective educator.
You can choose to specialise in early childhood, primary or secondary
education – or a combination. Through engagement with the latest
thinking and practices, you’ll be able to effectively foster the learning
of students with various ages and needs.
You’ll complete a minimum of 60 days’ teaching practice with opportunities
in urban, rural, remote and international settings and schools.

Professional recognition

Enrolment considerations
All students enrolled in Australian initial teacher education courses must
‘achieve the standard’ in the National Literacy and Numeracy Test prior
to graduating7.

Special requirements for professional experience
To participate in professional experience you must:
• meet specific security clearances relevant to the stat/territory/country
where the professional experience is undertaken
• meet specific immunisation requirements (for Early Childhood or
Early Childhood and Primary specialisation)
• complete professional experience orientation provided by the faculty
• undergo a Working With Children Check.

Monash English language level
Level E (see page 94).

Specialisations in early childhood education are accredited by the
Australian Children’s Education and Care Quality Authority (ACECQA).

Alternative exits8

All primary and secondary education specialisations are accredited by
the Victorian Institute of Teaching (VIT) using the national accreditation
standards.

Career options

Specialisations
T EACH
PUPILS AGED

CAMPUS

P ROFESSIONAL
EXPERIENCE

Early childhood
education

0-5 years

Clayton

60 days

Early childhood and
primary education2

0-12 years

Clayton

70 days

Primary education2

5-12 years

Peninsula

60 days

Primary and secondary
education3

5-18 years

Clayton

60 days

Secondary education4,5

12-18 years

Clayton

60 days

SPECIALISATION

• Graduate Certificate of Educational Learning
• Graduate Diploma of Educational Learning

• Early childhood educator
• Primary teacher
• Secondary teacher

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
Admission into the course is competitive and may require a higher overall average than the minimum requirement.
2	If you’re applying for the dual-sector early childhood and primary education specialisation, you must have at least one year of full-time equivalent study relevant to one or more learning areas of the primary school
curriculum. Most undergraduate degrees cover one or more of these required learning areas, meeting this requirement.
3	If you’re applying for the specialisation in primary and secondary education, you need to have at least one year of full-time equivalent study relevant to one or more learning areas of the primary school curriculum and at
least a major study in one secondary teaching area. Most undergraduate degrees cover one or more of the primary school required learning areas, meeting this requirement. See the faculty website for more information
about secondary teaching areas, monash.edu/education/specialistareas.
4	This can also be studied as an accelerated course, where you’ll be required to undertake more than the standard annual load of 48 credit points in year one in order to complete the course in 1.5 calendar years. The fee
quoted is based on 48 credit points of study for one standard year. You’ll therefore be required to pay a higher fee in year one where more than the 48 credit points is required.
5	If you’re applying for the specialisation in secondary education, you need to have appropriate discipline studies to qualify for two teaching specialist areas or one double teaching specialist area with at least a major study in
one secondary teaching area and a second teaching area comprising at least a minor study. See the faculty website for more information about secondary teaching areas, monash.edu/education/specialistareas.
6 T his requirement does not apply to applicants for the early childhood education specialisation. Casper remains an additional selection requirement for all other Master of Teaching specialisations (including applicants with
multiple preferences that include early childhood education).
7	This requirement applies to students in all specialisations except early childhood education.
8	These exit awards don’t qualify graduates to be registered or employed as teachers.
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TESOL

COURSE CODE: D6005

EDUCATION

Master of

CRICOS CODE: 079104F

RANKED NO. 1 IN AUSTRALIA
Academic Ranking of World Universities, 2021

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$36,600 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
PROFESSIONAL PLACEMENT: TEACHING OR OBSERVATION

This course is suitable for a wide range of educators, prospective
educators and other professionals working in the field of English
language teaching, and leads to a graduate qualification in TESOL
(Teaching English to Speakers of Other Languages).
This course will assist you in understanding the connections between
theory and practice, and the importance of developing strong
evidence-based principles in English language teaching and learning.
The Master of TESOL has a professional placement in the final
semester. You’ll choose between a teaching or observation placement,
to consolidate your learning and gain further understanding of work
environments prior to graduating.
This course doesn’t provide a recognised initial teaching qualification.
Students seeking an initial teaching qualification should refer to the
Master of Teaching course.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

Credit (60%)

2

Credit (60%)

1.5

Credit (60%)

1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field +
two years of full-time equivalent relevant professional
experience, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate,
or graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent)
in any field
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3 +
two years of full-time equivalent relevant professional
experience, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent)
in any field + two years of full-time equivalent relevant
professional experience, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) degree, or graduate certificate, or
graduate diploma, or master’s degree (or equivalent) in
a related field3

Special requirements
Working with Children Check.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Education Studies
• Graduate Diploma of Education Studies

Career options
• ESL educator in international settings
• ELICOS teacher, director of studies
• Curriculum designer

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Related fields include linguistics and language studies.
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OUR COURSES
ENGINEERING

Master of

ENGINEERING
COURSE CODE: E6014

CRICOS CODE: 104589A

RANKED TOP 55 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

Four-year Bachelor of Engineering (or equivalent)
in a discipline relating to the specialisation to be studied
within the master’s course as approved by the faculty.

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time^)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Average
requirements1

Duration

High credit
(65%)

1

FEES: A$50,400 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Monash English language level

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Level A (see page 94).

DEGREE AWARDED

Career options

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.
^

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

This one-year Master of Engineering will extend your technical
knowledge in your chosen specialisation area and you’ll be wellpositioned to lead and deliver sustainable engineering solutions.
Learn to become a strategic thinker, ready to solve complex problems
in a cross cultural environment. Advance your leadership capabilities,
build the skills needed to engage with a diverse range of stakeholders
and influence outcomes.

• Specialist engineer or consultant within your chosen professional field
• Engineering management role in private or public sector
• Entrepreneur or CEO of your own company

Accelerated undergraduate and graduate
double degree
High-achieving undergraduate students can apply to join
the accelerated master’s program offering a fast track to
gain both an undergraduate and graduate degree.

Designed to foster innovative thinking, entrepreneurship and
professional development, this one-year master’s program gives you
the skills to take your career to the next level.

Specialisations
• Biological engineering
• Civil engineering
• Electrical engineering

• Materials engineering
• Mechanical engineering

Our new Monash Makerspace is the
place for students to dream, design,
make... and break.
This state-of-the-art facility has strong
links to industry and students develop
skills for future manufacturing and
engineering technologies.
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1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your
prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility
requirements table.

ART, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
ENGINEERING

Master of

PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING
COURSE CODE: E6011

CRICOS CODE: 102717C

RANKED TOP 55 IN THE WORLD

Entry requirements

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 2 OR 3 YEARS (full time^)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$48,300 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE,
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with prior studies
in mathematics (including linear algebra and
calculus), physics and/or chemistry as required by
the specialisation chosen for admission

High credit
(65%)

3

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in engineering4

High credit
(65%)

2

Monash English language level

DEGREE AWARDED

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.
^

Average
Duration3
requirements2

ELIGIBILITY

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Level A (see page 94).

Career options
• Manager or contributor to complex projects for public, private or

non-governmental organisations
This course is for students who want to change careers and become
an engineer, move into a different field of engineering or are seeking
an internationally recognised engineering qualification to build on their
undergraduate engineering studies.
Engineers are in demand to deliver sustainable solutions for society’s
global challenges: clean water, advances in medical technology,
inclusive and sustainable industrialisation, resilient infrastructure,
and high quality food production.
This master’s is a two or three-year program, depending on your
undergraduate degree, that provides the technical knowledge and
hands-on experience to practice as a professional engineer in Australia
and other Washington Accord countries.

• Consultant, entrepreneur or CEO of your own company
• Lead specialist engineer in your field/s of expertise

Do you have a science-related degree?
You can now pursue a career in engineering at Monash
if you have a degree in a STEM-field, such as science,
mathematics or pharmacy.5 A new foundation year has
been introduced to provide you with the skills to become
an accredited and in-demand engineer.

At one of Australia’s leading engineering schools, you’ll have access to
some of the world’s finest facilities, including the Makerspace and the
latest interactive learning spaces in the new smart technology enabled
Woodside Building for Technology and Design.
In this course, you’ll specialise in engineering technical, research
and professional units and undertake real-world projects, blending
theory and practice. You’ll be prepared for a successful career through
continuous professional development and relevant industry experience
in the Work-integrated Learning program. Gain practical experience and
develop the professional skills and confidence to create positive change.

Specialisations1
• Chemical engineering
• Civil engineering
• Electrical engineering

• Materials engineering
• Mechanical engineering

Professional accreditation
The Master of Professional Engineering has been designed to meet the
stage one competencies for accreditation by Engineers Australia (EA).
The accreditation process for full recognition by EA has commenced
and currently has provisional accreditation. The master’s degree will be
an internationally recognised qualification which allows you to work as a
professional engineer around the world.

1	For more information regarding specialisation requirements, visit monash.edu/study.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Even if you’re eligible for the short course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
4	Either a three or four-year engineering degree in a discipline as approved by the faculty to be relating to the specialisation within the master’s course. You may also be considered if you hold a three-year engineering
technologist degree that is equivalent to the first three years of a related engineering degree accredited under the Washington Accord.
5	You must meet the eligibility requirements. For more information, visit monash.edu/study.
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OUR COURSES
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Master of

Master of

COURSE CODE: C6007 CRICOS CODE: 103000K

COURSE CODE: C6003

ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

BUSINESS
INFORMATION SYSTEMS
CRICOS CODE: 079053A

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$44,900 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$44,900 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The potential of AI is infinite. It can help predict the path of bushfires,
detect early-stage skin cancers and counteract false and polarising
information on social media. From a business perspective, AI can also
inform decisions and optimise operations to drive better outcomes.
Monash is the only university among the prestigious Group of Eight to
offer a comprehensive Master of AI. This course will equip you with
the skills and knowledge to achieve innovative outcomes. Under the
guidance of internationally-recognised experts, you’ll have an opportunity
to apply your knowledge to real-world challenges to influence a range of
industries including healthcare, agriculture and manufacturing.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

High Credit
(65%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

High Credit
(65%)

1.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Artificial Intelligence
• Graduate Diploma of Artificial Intelligence

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Prepare for a career in IT management, project management,
business information systems, information systems, information
management or knowledge management.
This course features core studies in IT project management, and
offers specialist units in business information systems and a wide
range of elective choices.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,5

Credit (60%)

1.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Business Information Systems
• Graduate Diploma of Business Information Systems

Career options
•
•
•
•

Business analyst
IT manager
Information management specialist
Systems analyst

Career options
•
•
•
•

AI researcher
AI specialist
Data analyst
Robotics engineer

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include IT or an engineering or science degree with a substantial IT component including programming and mathematics.
5	Related fields include information systems or with an information systems major, with completed studies in basic programming, basic database theory, systems analysis and design, plus an understanding of the major
enterprise IT applications and their architectures, including enterprise/transaction processing systems and analytical business intelligence systems.
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Master of

CYBERSECURITY
COURSE CODE: C6002

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Master of

DATA SCIENCE

CRICOS CODE: 0100636

COURSE CODE: C6004

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

CRICOS CODE: 085349A

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$44,900 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$44,900 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The proliferation of mobiles and other pervasive devices has caused
security risks to surge – and in turn, the demand for cybersecurity
experts.

Data scientists play a major role in solving real-world business
problems. From data curation and management to processing and
analysis, data scientists help organisations harness information.

The Master of Cybersecurity develops your ability to design, implement,
assess and manage cybersecurity systems to protect sensitive data and
communication networks, even if you don’t have a background in the
discipline.

Our Master of Data Science prepares you for a career in the field,
giving you skills in data management, analytics, data analytics,
big‑data management and processing.

In your final semesters, you can choose to complete an industry
experience project or research thesis. Additionally, you can apply for a
scholarship place over summer in the highly regarded Monash Industry
Team Initiative.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Credit (60%)

1.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Cybersecurity
• Graduate Diploma of Cybersecurity

Career options
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blockchain developer
Cybercrime investigator
Digital forensics analyst
White hat hacker
AI security specialist
Network security administrator

In this course you’ll cover statistical and exploratory analysis,
data formats and languages, processing of massive data sets,
and management of data and its effects in an organisation and
the community.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

3,5

Credit (60%)

2

Credit (60%)

1.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Data Science
• Graduate Diploma of Data Science

Career options
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chief data officer
Data analyst
Data architect
Data engineer
Data scientist
Quantitative analyst

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include computing, computer science, software engineering, computer systems, or electrical, electronic or communication engineering.
5	Related fields include IT, or a business, engineering or science degree with an IT major including programming, databases, and mathematics.
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OUR COURSES
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY

Master of

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
COURSE CODE: C6001

CRICOS CODE: 079055K

Entry requirements

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time )
^

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

FEES: A$44,900 (2022 fees p.a.)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Credit (60%)

2

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4

Credit (60%)

1.5

WORK-INTEGRATED LEARNING: INDUSTRY EXPERIENCE
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
The Master of Information Technology provides the knowledge and skills
to solve real-world problems with the latest technology.

• Graduate Certificate of Information Technology
• Graduate Diploma of Information Technology

This course features core studies in IT project management and
software engineering, and offers a wide range of elective choices
spanning data management technology, mobile and distributed systems,
machine learning, cloud computing and cybersecurity.

Career options

This degree also lets you complete an industry experience project
with a driven business mentor or take the lead on a research project –
a stepping stone to a PhD.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Software engineer
Data architect
Enterprise data architect
Systems analyst
App developer
Solutions architect
Chief technology officer

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification approved by the faculty.
4	Related fields include computing, computer science or a technical information technology field, with completed studies in programming, databases, computer architecture, algorithms and data structures, data
communications, and systems analysis and design.
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AUSTRALIAN LAW

JURIS DOCTOR

COURSE CODE: L5002 CRICOS CODE: 097660F

COURSE CODE: L6005 CRICOS CODE: 094912D

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus)

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus)

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time*)

DURATION: 3 YEARS (full time*)

INTAKE: JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MAY, JULY AND AUGUST

INTAKE: JANUARY, MAY AND AUGUST

LAWS

Graduate Diploma of

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$43,900 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Do you already have a law qualification from a non-Australian jurisdiction?
If so, the Graduate Diploma of Australian Law can help prepare you to
satisfy the academic requirements needed for admission in Victoria.
The course comprises three components: an introduction to the
Australian legal system; core law units required for admission to
practise in Victoria; and law elective units. The number of credit points
and selection of core units will depend on the jurisdiction in which you
earned your existing law qualification.

Entry requirements
Selection is based on your previous academic achievement in your prior
qualification/s.
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in law from a non-Australian
jurisdiction

Duration
1

Additional requirements
Applicants must have a letter from the Victorian Legal Admissions
Board (VLAB) stipulating which areas of law are required to meet the
academic eligibility requirements for admission to practice in Victoria.
The letter from VLAB must be dated within 24 months of submitting
your application for study.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

This degree satisfies the academic requirements for admission to
practise as an Australian lawyer.
Our Juris Doctor (JD) is an intensive, graduate-entry law degree designed
for non-law graduates. It develops advanced professional skills in
problem-solving, critical thinking, research, communication, collaboration,
self-management, ethical awareness and professional judgement.
The JD recognises the specific needs of graduate entrants and teaches
the skills available only from one of Australia’s leading law schools.
Small class sizes and innovative teaching promote interactivity and
in-depth learning.

Clinical education experience
Monash Law now offers a guaranteed clinical education experience
for all students who wish to incorporate a practical component credited
towards their Monash Law degree.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1

Duration

You must satisfy one of the following three options:
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field with at least a
Grade Point Average (GPA) of 5.0 on a 7-point scale2, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field with at
least a GPA of 4.0 on a 7-point scale and LSAT score of 150+
(taken within five years prior to applying for admission) 2, OR

3

An equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty

Monash English language level
Level C (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Legal Studies
• Graduate Diploma of Legal Studies

1	Applicants who have not completed any formal study in the last eight years are required to submit a current curriculum vitae and a completed Monash JD personal statement. Additional information and advice to applicants
can be found on the Juris Doctor webpage. monash.edu/law/future-students/jd/home
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
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OUR COURSES
LAWS

Master of

LAWS
COURSE CODE: L6004

CRICOS CODE: 0100563

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus)
DURATION: 1 OR 2 YEARS (full time*)
INTAKE: JANUARY, FEBRUARY, MAY, JULY AND AUGUST
FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

DEGREE AWARDED

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

Our Master of Laws is designed for law graduates wanting to develop
in-depth knowledge of a particular legal area, or to advance their
professional expertise in a current area of practice, or to enhance your
capacity to undertake independent research. You’ll gain advanced
professional skills and knowledge of law developments, practice and
scholarship of one or more areas of law.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1
A bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in law from a nonAustralian jurisdiction + a letter of assessment from the
Victorian Legal Admissions Board (VLAB) 4

Average
Duration3
requirements2
Credit
(60%)

2

Credit
(60%)

1

A JD or a bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in law,
OR
A bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in law + either a
graduate diploma in law (or equivalent) or a graduate
certificate in law (or equivalent), OR
A bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in law + sufficient
relevant work-based5 or other learning6 approved by the
faculty

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Laws
• Graduate Diploma of Australian Law

Specialisations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial and corporate law
Criminal law and forensics
Dispute resolution
Global society and human rights
Health law and community
Labour and employment law
Public sector governance and regulation
Technology and innovation
Transnational economic regulation

1	You’ll be assessed on your entire academic record, with a credit average (or equivalent) preferred. As a general rule, those who don’t have a credit average will need to have at least two years of relevant work experience,
although the required period may be shorter where the work experience has been supplemented by other relevant learning.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
4	You’ll need to supply a letter from the VLAB stipulating which areas of law are required to meet the academic eligibility requirements for admission to practice in Victoria. The letter from VLAB must be dated within
24 months of submitting your application for study.
5	You’ll also need to submit: a curriculum vitae (CV) that clearly outlines your role – including a description of tasks and responsibilities, as well as any research skills – and details the name and url of the organisation; and
one original employment reference that supports your CV.
6	For the purposes of satisfying these requirements, other learning may include, but is not confined to, learning in the context of other non-law degrees.
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Graduate Diploma of

COURSE CODE: L4005

COURSE CODE: L5001 CRICOS CODE: 104770D

LAWS

ART, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
LAWS

Graduate Certificate of

LAWS

CRICOS CODE: 102305A

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus)

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

FEES: A$23,350 (2022 fee)

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The Graduate Certificate of Laws is designed to let you advance your
skills and knowledge of developments in the principles, practice and
scholarship of one or more areas of law. You can focus on a specialised
area or select from a broad range of electives for professional practice.

Are you looking for a graduate pathway into the study of law?
The graduate diploma in law is ideal for law graduates wanting to
acquire further legal expertise, and adds value in the workplace as
well as providing the opportunity to hone legal knowledge and skills.

You’ll investigate contemporary issues in law, practice and
scholarship, and evaluate complex legal issues from theoretical,
global and interdisciplinary perspectives.

The Graduate Diploma in Law enables graduates of law to develop
advanced knowledge and skills for legal or professional practice or
higher learning, and is a pathway for entry to a masters degree.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree in law or equivalent qualification approved
by the faculty

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Duration
0.5

ELIGIBILITY

Duration

You must satisfy the following:
Bachelor’s degree in law or equivalent qualification approved
by the faculty

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Laws
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OUR COURSES
LAWS

Master of

Graduate Certificate of

COURSE CODE: L6013 CRICOS CODE: 0100562

COURSE CODE: L4004

LEGAL STUDIES

LEGAL STUDIES

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus)

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time*)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$23,350 (2022 fee)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

DEGREE AWARDED

*

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.
*

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The Monash Master of Legal Studies is designed to equip non-lawyers
with the legal skills and knowledge to make better managerial and
commercial decisions in order to lead your organisation effectively.
This course provides you with the legal knowledge that will give you
a competitive edge in your chosen career. You can choose to focus
on one of nine specialised areas.

Specialisations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

CRICOS CODE: 102304B

Commercial and corporate law
Criminal law and forensics
Dispute resolution
Global society and human rights
Health law and community
Labour and employment law
Public sector governance and regulation
Technology and innovation
Transnational economic regulation

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related
field3,4, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) + a graduate diploma (or
equivalent) or graduate certificate (or equivalent) in law or
related field3,5, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4 +
sufficient relevant work-based experience4,6

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The Graduate Certificate of Legal Studies is designed to equip nonlawyers with the legal skills and knowledge they need to make better
managerial and commercial decisions and to lead their organisations
effectively. You’ll receive a theoretical and practical grounding in a
variety of areas in law.
This course provides you with the legal knowledge that will give you a
competitive edge in your chosen career. The Graduate Certificate of
Legal Studies is specifically designed to help non-lawyers take their
career further. It does this by providing an in-depth grounding in the
law that allows better informed decisions.
You can complete the qualification in just six months and you may also
be able to use the units as credit towards a Monash Master of Legal
Studies.

Entry requirements
Duration

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

4

0.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).
Average
Duration
requirements2
Pass (50%)

Credit
(60%)

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Legal Studies
• Graduate Certificate of Legal Systems and Services

1	You’ll be assessed on your entire academic record. As a general rule, those who don’t have a credit average will need to have at least two years of relevant work experience, although the required period may be shorter
where the work experience has been supplemented by other relevant learning.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	A related field is discipline study relevant to the specific area of specialisation.
4	Or an equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty
5 You must have achieved a credit (60%) average in a bachelor’s degree and a pass (50%) average in a graduate diploma or a graduate certificate.
6	You’ll also need to submit: a curriculum vitae (CV) that clearly outlines your role – including a description of tasks and responsibilities, as well as any research skills – and details the name and url of the organisation; and
one original employment reference that supports your CV. (If you were self-employed, you should submit original references from two clients). You should also provide a URL for your organisation.
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LEGAL SYSTEMS AND
SERVICES

LEGAL STUDIES
COURSE CODE: L5004

LAWS

Graduate Certificate of

Graduate Diploma of

CRICOS CODE: 104769H

COURSE CODE: L4003 CRICOS CODE: 102303C

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

RANKED TOP 40 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time*)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time*)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

* 

FEES: A$23,350 (2022 fee)
This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.
*

The Graduate Diploma of Legal Studies is designed to equip nonlawyers with the legal skills and knowledge you need to make better
managerial and commercial decisions and to lead their organisations
effectively. You’ll receive a theoretical and practical grounding in a
variety of areas in law.

Entry requirements
Duration

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

1

P art-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.

The Graduate Certificate of Legal Systems and Services is designed for
professionals seeking to pivot their commercial, policy or administration
career to the legal sector without becoming lawyers.
This prepares non-lawyers for working in the rapidly changing legal
and regulatory landscape and upskill those already working in lawadjacent fields such as senior administrators in courts, law firms
and regulatory agencies.
You’ll receive a theoretical and practical grounding in the areas of law
relevant to legal systems and services.

Entry requirements
Duration

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field , OR
1

A minimum of three years’ relevant work experience approved by the
faculty

0.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

1	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
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OUR COURSES

Master of

MEDICINE, NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

Master of

BIOTECHNOLOGY

BIOMEDICAL AND
HEALTH SCIENCE

COURSE CODE: M6030

COURSE CODE: M6003 CRICOS CODE: 085118E

CRICOS CODE: 095646J

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

DURATION: 1 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

FEES: A$44,000 (2022 fees p.a.)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

FEES: A$44,000 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

The focus in your initial year will be on research methods and practices
to prepare you to carry out independent research.
This includes how to conduct research through coursework and
research skills training, and engaging in specialist research in theory
units. Your second year consists of a full-time research project and
internship under the supervision of an academic staff member.

Research areas
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appetite, energy, metabolism and obesity
Cancer biology and therapeutics
Cardiovascular disease
Infectious diseases and population health
Neuroscience
Regenerative medicine and stem cells.

In addition to the industry placement program and research project,
there are a range of coursework electives in interdisciplinary fields of
pioneering developments in biotechnology research and enterprise.

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a relevant area
of study5

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in Biomedical Science
or other related fields3,4
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in Biomedical
Science or other related fields3

Level B (see page 94).

High Credit
(65%)

1

Alternative exits

Alternative exit
Graduate Diploma of Biomedical and Health Science
Research scientist
Policy and research officer
Medical or science writer
Quality assurance or regulatory affairs associate

Average
Duration2
requirements1
Credit (60%)

2

Distinction
(70%)

1

Monash English language level

2

Level B (see page 94).

Career options

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a relevant
area of study5

Credit
(60%)

Monash English language level

•
•
•
•

This new course integrates biotechnology and entrepreneurship, and
equips you with the skills and knowledge to work in one of Victoria’s
fastest growing sectors.

Entry requirements

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

The Master of Biotechnology integrates biotechnology and
entrepreneurship through a range of multidisciplinary coursework,
research and work-integrated units in modern areas of studies that
pave the way to a myriad of employment prospects.

• Graduate Certificate of Biotechnology
• Graduate Diploma of Biotechnology

Career opportunities
Our graduates can pursue work in a range of areas, including:
• Biotechnology companies and startups
• Medical device companies
• Medical or pharmaceutical sales
• Patents offices
• Pharmaceutical companies
• Regenerative medicine
• Regulatory agencies

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Biomedical Sciences (anatomy, biochemistry, bioengineering, bioinformatics, biomedical engineering, biotechnology, clinical medicine, dental science, developmental biology, dietetics, genetics, immunology, medicine,
microbiology, molecular biology, nutrition, pharmacology, pharmacy, physiology, veterinary science); Life Sciences (biology, zoology); Allied Health (physiotherapy, occupational therapy).
4	Where an applicant has the equivalent of a three-year Australian bachelor’s degree in a non-related discipline, the selection panel will instead consider relevant and significant work experience as equivalent.
5	A bachelor’s degree in one of the following: biomedical science, science/applied science with a major in (biochemistry, biotechnology, developmental biology, human biology, marine biology, human pathology, genetics,
pharmacology, immunology, microbiology, molecular biology, physiology and zoology), nutrition sciences, dietetics, veterinary science, medical engineering, pharmacy, bioengineering, biotechnology, life science, clinical
medicine, dental science/dentistry, or bioinformatics.
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CLINICAL EMBRYOLOGY

CLINICAL MEDICINE

COURSE CODE: M6010 CRICOS CODE: 028955G

COURSE CODE: M6023 CRICOS CODE: 097298G

LOCATION: MONASH MEDICAL CENTRE (on campus, off campus^)

LOCATION: ALFRED HOSPITAL (multi-modal^)

DURATION: 1 YEAR * (full time)

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$68,550 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

The equivalent fee for this intensive 72-credit-point course, combining three semesters of
full-time study (1.5 years) into 12 months, is 1.5 times the fee for 48 credit points of study.

The fee quoted is an annual fee based on 48 credit points of study (which represents a standard
full-time course load for a year). To calculate the correct per annum fee for this course, please
multiply the amount listed by 0.5. However, students will receive up to 24 points of specified credit
in Part A for prior studies undertaken at The Alfred Hospital by means of short courses, reducing
the fee to $20,150 for 2022. (Fees for the short courses are charged separately.)

This course requires some off-campus site visits for on-campus students. Off-campus students
will be required to attend some on-campus workshops.
*
T his is a 72-point-credit course and is taught intensively. Full-time students are required to
overload.
^ 

MEDICINE, NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

Master of

DEGREE AWARDED

Master of Clinical Emergency Medicine
Monash’s reputation as a world leader in this field has been longestablished. The intensive training in this Master of Clinical Embryology
will give you the knowledge and practical skills to contribute to human
infertility clinical services.
Through this internationally renowned course, your studies will include
the foundations of mammalian embryology, a detailed assessment of
all infertility treatment strategies, and the theoretical basis behind
embryo production, embryo selection and cryopreservation, with a
focus on all current and future technologies associated with assisted
reproductive technology.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration
requirements2

1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field , OR

Credit (60%)

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field
in science or biomedicine

Second-class
honours or
above

3

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) + a minimum of
one year of full-time equivalent relevant professional
experience in embryology or reproductive biology
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) and a Graduate Diploma
in Reproductive Science from Monash University4

Pass
(50%)

^

	Studies within this course are multi-modal and usually involve both online and face-to-face
delivery.

Through our Master of Clinical Master of Clinical Emergency Medicine,
you’ll advance your career as you join the next generation of leaders in
emergency medicine.
Delivered in partnership with the Alfred Hospital, this course will give
you an academic framework to develop a range of advanced problemsolving and decision-making skills to achieve best practice health
outcomes for patients.

Specialisations
Emergency Medicine

Entry requirements
Duration

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor of Medical Science and Doctor of Medicine (or equivalent),
+ registration with the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency
or equivalent accredited professional registration body,
+ minimum two years’ equivalent full-time experience in a related
discipline and evidence of current engagement in clinical practice in the
area of specialisation
5

1

Distinction
(70%)

Additional requirements
All applications are assessed on academic merit and relevant
experience. You’ll also need to provide:
• a curriculum vitae including work experience and two referees and/or
work references where applicable
• a statement of purpose (under 200 words) outlining why you
wish to join this course.

1

Additional requirements
• Working with Children Check
• You’ll also need to meet the additional requirements listed online

at monash.edu/study/course/M6023

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Diploma of Clinical Embryology

Career opportunities
Our course is the longest-running in the AsiaPacifc region. We’ve
received global recognition for producing high-calibre embryologists.
As a result, Monash graduates are highly sought after by IVF clinics
and are employed as embryologists and lab managers around the world.

1	The Master of Clinical Embryology is a high-demand course. There’s a quota on the number of successful applicants. Applicants meeting the minimum academic requirements aren’t guaranteed entry.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Related fields include medicine and veterinary science.
4	Or equivalent qualification from another institution approved by the faculty.
5	Or an equivalent medical degree recognised by the Medical Board of Australia. You must also have a current appropriate study visa (e.g. Training Visa)
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OUR COURSES
MEDICINE, NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

CLINICAL RESEARCH
COURSE CODE: M6028

CRICOS CODE: 102718B

LOCATION: ALFRED HOSPITAL (on campus)
DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY

FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field with a
research Honours, or
a medical degree, or
a Monash University Bachelor of Public Health Science
degree

DEGREE AWARDED

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.
The only course of its kind in Victoria, our Master of Clinical Research
develops the analytical and communication skills necessary to work in
the broad domain of clinical research and practice.
Through this program, you’ll develop a detailed understanding of
biostatistics, epidemiology, data management, clinical trials, clinical
measurement, ethical practice, systematic reviews and meta-analysis,
and critical appraisal of the scientific literature for application in
research and clinical practice.
Taught by some of Australia’s leading clinical academics and with
flexible content delivery, our curriculum is designed to help you balance
the demands of a busy workflow with the need to engage in further
professional development.

Specialisations
• Clinical research
• Translational medicine

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.

Credit (60%) 4

2

Credit (60%) 4

1.5

3

Bachelor’s degree in a related field3 + a minimum of two
years’ relevant work experience5
A master’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,
or a Master of Philosophy (or equivalent) or
a PhD or doctoral degree (or equivalent) + a minimum of two years’
relevant work experience5
a bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3 + a minimum of
two years’ relevant work experience5 and Part 1 of a specialist medical
training program or current Fellowship of a specialist medical college
recognised by the Medical Board of Australia + current registration with
AHPRA6

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
•
•
•
•

Graduate Certificate of Clinical Research
Graduate Certificate of Clinical Research (Translational Medicine)
Graduate Diploma of Clinical Research
Graduate Diploma of Clinical Research (Translational Medicine)

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Related fields include medical, nursing, allied health, other health related degree e.g. chiropractic, psychology, public health, environmental health, paramedic, imaging (radiology, nuclear medicine), biomedical engineering,
dietetics/nutrition, pharmacy, social work, medical science/biomedical science/immunology, health science, laboratory science, and science.
4	Or an equivalent GPA as approved by the faculty.
5	For relevant work experience, you’ll need to provide a statement from an employer to substantiate your period of employment.
6	Or a satisfactory substitute that the faculty considers to be equivalent.
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Master of

Master of

FORENSIC AND
LEGAL STUDIES

DIETETICS
COURSE CODE: M6002 CRICOS CODE: 084910M

COURSE CODE: M6040 CRICOS CODE: 107535B

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: JULY^

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus^)

FEES: A$47,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

DURATION: SIX MONTHS, 1 OR 1.5 YEARS (full time*)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY
FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

This course isn’t available for first-semester (February) entry unless you’ve completed the
Monash University Bachelor of Nutrition Science degree with the required subjects, or an
equivalent nutrition science degree where credit may be given for units completed that are
equivalent to the first-semester units of the master’s program.

^ 

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

This course integrates academic teaching and learning with clinical,
population health, food service, research and management experience,
and is carried out in both academic and professional practice placement
settings. You’ll complete supervised placements in both clinical and
community settings, gaining a breadth of professional experience.
There are also plenty of opportunities to apply your dietetics
knowledge outside of the classroom. You’ll learn through simulated
patient scenarios, hands-on food activities, and by working in Monash’s
on-site nutrition clinic.

Professional accreditation
This course has been accredited by Dietitians Australia.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1

Average
Duration3
requirements2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field4
(a second food /nutrition subject at any level is desirable) 5

Distinction
(70%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in nutrition science6

Distinction
(70%)

1.5

Special requirements
Upon enrolment you’ll be asked to:
• comply with the mandatory immunisation requirements in readiness
for clinical/fieldwork placements
• obtain a Police Check (annual requirement)
• obtain a Working with Children Check
• obtain a National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Worker
Screening check.

Monash English language level

P lease note that units with a prefix FOR are delivered at Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine,
Department of Forensic Medicine, Southbank and units with a prefix LAW are delivered at the
Monash Law Chambers.
*
Part-time study may be available to international students studying onshore in Australia who hold
specific visa categories. Please check your visa for confirmation.
^

This course enables medical professionals, who may be required to
provide expert evidence in courts and medico-legal opinions in relation
to their patients, to understand and interact constructively with the
legal system and legal professionals. It similarly provides a unique
opportunity for legal professionals, especially those specialising in
criminal or coronial law, or medical malpractice, to understand of
medical and forensic issues that have relevance to the law.
You’ll gain advanced, specialised knowledge by investigating
contemporary issues in criminal justice and related areas of the legal
system, and through evaluating complex problems relevant to the
field of forensics. You’ll leave with an appreciation of medico-legal
principles, and have the skills to clearly communicate these in the
interests of justice. Finally, you’ll have the skills necessary to make high
level, independent judgements, which are informed by legal principles
in a forensic setting and by forensic principles in a legal system setting.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration3
requirements2

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field7
A Monash University Graduate Certificate of Forensic and
Legal Studies

1.5
Pass (50%)

A Monash University Graduate Diploma of Forensic and
Legal Studies

Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits

Alternative exit

• Graduate Certificate of Forensic and Legal Studies
• Graduate Diploma of Forensic and Legal Studies

Career options
•
•
•
•

Consultancy or private practice
Food industry
Food service and management
Patient care

0.5

Monash English language level

Level C (see page 94).

Graduate Diploma of Health Studies

1

Career options
• Barristers
• Solicitors
• Court registrars and paralegals wishing to establish themselves

in coronial or criminal law, or medical malpractice.
• Medical doctors; including pathologists, GPs and others, with

a regular need to engage with the legal system.

1 Your undergraduate degree must include: four units in chemistry/biochemistry, four units in human biology and human physiology, one unit in human nutrition and one unit in research methods. Your undergraduate degree
must have been completed in the past 10 years unless you have been assessed as having work experience that the Faculty considers equivalent. There are limited places available in this course. The entry score is only
indicative.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
4 Related fields include biomedical science, science, health sciences, nutrition, food science and exercise science.
5 For example: food science, nutrition science, lifespan nutrition.
6	In addition, your undergraduate nutrition science degree will need to be assessed as providing equivalent content and assessment as the master’s semester one units which include nutrition and chronic disease, current
public health nutrition practice, health education and promotion, nutrition across the lifespan, food regulation in Australia, cultural competency and professional development as a dietitian.
7 Related fields include medicine, nursing, psychology, criminology, law, humanities, arts or a social sciences related discipline.
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Graduate Certificate of

Graduate Diploma of

COURSE CODE: M4037

COURSE CODE: M5031

FORENSIC AND LEGAL
STUDIES

FORENSIC AND LEGAL
STUDIES
CRICOS CODE: 107533D

CRICOS CODE: 107534C

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus^)

LOCATION: MONASH LAW CHAMBERS (on campus^)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS (full time)

DURATION: 6 MONTHS OR 1 YEAR (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

FEES: A$23,650 (2022 fee)

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

^

P lease note that units with a prefix FOR are delivered at Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine,
Department of Forensic Medicine, Southbank and units with a prefix LAW are delivered at the
Monash Law Chambers.

^

P lease note that units with a prefix FOR are delivered at Victorian Institute of Forensic Medicine,
Department of Forensic Medicine, Southbank and units with a prefix LAW are delivered at the
Monash Law Chambers.

This course enables medical professionals, who may be required to
provide expert evidence in courts and medico-legal opinions in relation
to their patients, to understand and interact constructively with the
legal system and legal professionals. It similarly provides a unique
opportunity for legal professionals, especially those specialising in
criminal or coronial law, or medical malpractice, to understand of
medical and forensic issues that have relevance to the law.

This course enables medical professionals, who may be required to
provide expert evidence in courts and medico-legal opinions in relation
to their patients, to understand and interact constructively with the
legal system and legal professionals. It similarly provides a unique
opportunity for legal professionals, especially those specialising in
criminal or coronial law, or medical malpractice, to understand of
medical and forensic issues that have relevance to the law.

It’s ideal for those with some experience or knowledge who are seeking
formal recognition of that, and for people lacking the time to commit to
a full Masters, but who may wish to use this as credit in future.

Our course is ideal for those who are seeking formal recognition of
their existing experience and knowledge.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

3

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Pass (50%)

1

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3
A Monash University Graduate Certificate of Forensic and
Legal Studies

1
Pass (50%)

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Forensic and Legal Studies

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3 Related fields include medicine, nursing, psychology, criminology, law, humanities, arts or a social sciences related discipline.
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Graduate Diploma of

HEALTH AND SCIENCE RESEARCH
COURSE CODE: M5021

CRICOS CODE: 094681C

LOCATION: CLAYTON, ALFRED HOSPITAL (on campus)
DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time)

Entry requirements
Average
Duration
requirements2

ELIGIBILITY1

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a relevant discipline3

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Distinction
(70%)4

1

Monash English language level
Develop your passion for research, build on your bachelor’s degree and
advance your knowledge in a health or science discipline through a
combination of coursework and research.

Level A (see page 94).

You’ll also undertake research methodology training and carry out
an independent research project in your selected discipline, working
closely with a supervisor who’ll provide you with guidance and academic
counselling. The course also offers a pathway to higher degree research.

Specialisations

Medicine, Nursing and
Health Sciences
• Biomedical science
• Medical imaging and
radiation sciences
• Nursing
• Nutrition science
• Paramedicine
• Physiotherapy
• Translational Medicine

1
2
3
4

Science
Astrophysics
Biological sciences
Chemistry
Earth science
Materials science
Mathematics and statistics
Physics

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Selection is based on previous academic achievement. There are specific requirements for each specialisation; for further details, visit monash.edu/study
In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
Discipline study relevant to the specific area of specialisation.
A distinction (70%) average in at least 24 credit points in your chosen specialisation at level 3 or above.
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ADVANCED HEALTH
CARE PRACTICE

Master of

HEALTH DATA ANALYTICS
COURSE CODE: M6036 CRICOS CODE: 106844H

COURSE CODE: M6001 CRICOS CODE: 084615G

LOCATION: ALFRED HOSPITAL (on campus)

LOCATION: NOTTING HILL, PENINSULA (on campus*)

DURATION: 2 YEARS (full time)

DURATION: 1 OR 1.5 YEARS (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY^

FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$36,800 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

DEGREE AWARDED

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.
*

^

 idwifery is delivered at the Peninsula campus. Paramedicine is delivered in on-campus mode at
M
Notting Hill. Please see the specialisations list for those course codes.
T he Paramedicine stream is only offered in February intake.

Are you a medical practitioner, nurse, midwife, occupational therapist,
physiotherapist, radiographer, radiation therapist, paramedic, primary
healthcare practitioner or manager? The Master of Advanced Health
Care Practice is a pathway for professionals like you to gain a master’s
qualification that enhances your qualifications – and provides the widest
range of career options for the future. This course is interprofessional, and
you’ll complete a common module – Essentials of advanced healthcare
practice and research – that reflects the collaboration required in practice
to deliver the highest quality healthcare.

Specialisations

ELIGIBILITY

Entry requirements
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field6

Average
requirements2

Duration

Credit (60%)7

2

Monash English language level

Entry requirements
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

The COVID-19 pandemic and growing exposure to machine learning
and statistical models in everyday life has highlighted the possibilities
offered by big data and technology to health. Health Data Analysts
transform healthcare by helping health stakeholders get the most out
of mass data. This cross-disciplinary course provides knowledge and
skills that will help you apply quantitative skills to some of healthcare’s
biggest challenges.

ELIGIBILITY

• Midwifery (M60018)
• Paramedicine (M6001B)

1

Take a deep dive into the intersection of biostatistics, health data and
machine learning with this cross-Faculty course that focuses on the
role of data analytics in driving improvements to health outcomes
and efficiencies to health service providers and planners. The field of
Health Data Analytics is experiencing an employment boom, and is
filled with diverse and well-remunerated opportunities.

Average
Duration3
requirements2
Credit (60%)

1.5

Credit (60%)

1

Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Diploma of Health Data Analytics

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) or four-year
entry-to-practice undergraduate degree in a related
field4, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field4
with submission of an extensive professional portfolio
approved by the faculty, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) + a graduate diploma
(or equivalent) or master’s qualifying degree
(or equivalent) in a related field4,5

Special requirements
Upon enrolment you’ll be asked to:
• comply with the mandatory immunisation requirements in readiness
for clinical/fieldwork placements
• obtain a Police Check (annual requirement)
• obtain a Working with Children Check
• obtain a National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Worker
Screening check.

Additional requirements
You’ll also need:
• to register with the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency
(AHPRA) or equivalent accredited professional body
• have a minimum of two years’ equivalent full-time experience in a
related discipline and evidence of current engagement in clinical
practice in the area of specialisation

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Advanced Healthcare Practice
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1	Selection is based on previous academic achievement. There are specific requirements for each
specialisation; for further details, visit monash.edu/study
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your
prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility
requirements table.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
Not all specialisations are available for study as a 1.5-year duration.
4	Discipline study relevant to the specific area of specialisation.
5	A credit average (60%) is required in both qualifications.
6 Or qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
7 Or an equivalent GPA approved by the faculty.

Graduate Diploma of

COURSE CODE: M6008 CRICOS CODE: 098599J

COURSE CODE: M5007

HEALTH MANAGEMENT

HEALTH MANAGEMENT
CRICOS CODE: 098598K

LOCATION: ALFRED HOSPITAL (multi-modal, on campus^)

LOCATION: ALFRED HOSPITAL (multi-modal, on campus^)

DURATION: 1.5 YEARS (full time)

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

^

T his course is only available to international students in ‘on-campus’ mode. Please note that
on-campus mode comprises a mix of online learning and on-site teaching. For most units,
the majority of contact hours are facilitated through the University’s online learning platform,
with additional face-to-face contact during designated study days at the Alfred Medical Research
and Education Precinct in Melbourne.

If you’re working, or planning to work, in middle or senior management
roles in healthcare, the Master of Health Management is for you.
Your core units cover law for health systems, clinical leadership
and management, improving healthcare quality, financial issues in
healthcare management, foundations health policy, epidemiology and
biostatistics, reform and development of health services, and a health
services management case study.
You can choose your electives from units offered in our Master of
Public Health or other approved master-level management units.
You can also exit the course early with a Graduate Certificate of
Health Management or a Graduate Diploma of Health Management
if you meet the requirements.

Professional accreditation
This course is accredited by the Australasian College of Health Service
Management (ACHSM) and allows you to work towards the Royal
Australasian College of Medical Administrator’s (RACMA) Fellowship.

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a relevant
discipline + relevant professional experience2

This graduate diploma gives you a broad framework to manage
clinical healthcare systems, and is accredited by the Australasian
College of Health Service Management.
The course covers human resource, financial, informational,
medico‑legal, political, cultural, economic, ethical, industrial,
technological and psychosocial issues.

Professional accreditation
This course is accredited by the Australasian College of Health Service
Management (ACHSM).

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in an appropriate
discipline3 + relevant professional experience2,4

Average
requirements1

Duration

Credit
(60%)

1

Additional requirement
You must submit a curriculum vitae showing relevant industry
experience.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

MEDICINE, NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

Master of

Average
requirements1

Duration

Credit
(60%)

1.5

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Health Management

Additional requirement
You must submit a curriculum vitae showing relevant industry
experience.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Health Management
• Graduate Diploma of Health Management

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Or qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
3	Discipline study relevant to the specific area of specialisation.
4	The department will individually assess applications from those without a degree who have extensive professional experience.
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Bachelor of

MEDICAL SCIENCE AND DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
COURSE CODE: M6018

CRICOS CODE: 0101541

RANKED TOP 36 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CHURCHILL (on campus )
^

DURATION: 4 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY
FEES: A$83,700 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
^

Y ou’ll complete your first year of study at the Monash School of Rural Health on the Churchill
campus of Federation University in Gippsland. From second-year onwards, you’ll be on clinical
placement.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Successfully completed (or be in the final year of completing)
degree with significant and broad biomedical science content
from an internationally recognised university with a minimum
grade-point-average of 6.0 out of 7.01

Duration

4

Additional requirements
You’ll be ranked on your academic results. If you’re shortlisted, you’ll be
invited to attend a Multiple Mini Interview (MMI) and will have to complete
a Situational Judgement Test (SJT) as part of the selection process.
Note: applicants aren’t required to undertake the GAMSAT.

Our graduate-entry medical program is designed as an integrated,
interdisciplinary curriculum. It will prepare you to graduate with the
knowledge, skills and attributes of a beginning medical practitioner.
You’ll see the discoveries of our renowned researchers put into clinical
practice and benefit from our links with the largest healthcare provider
network in Australia, which includes the Monash Medical Centre, The
Alfred (Melbourne’s major casualty hospital), Eastern Health, and Victorian
health services in rural, regional and outer metropolitan Melbourne.

Professional accreditation
This course is professionally accredited by The Australian Medical
Council.

Special requirements
Upon enrolment you’ll be asked to:
• comply with the mandatory immunisation requirements in readiness
for clinical/fieldwork placements
• obtain a Police Check (annual requirement)
• obtain a Working with Children Check
• obtain a current Level 2 First Aid certificate (by end of the first
semester) – highly recommended.

Monash English language level
Level C (see page 94).

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
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Master of

ADVANCED NURSING
COURSE CODE: M6006 CRICOS CODE: 098319M

RANKED TOP 15 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CLAYTON, PENINSULA (on campus^)
DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$36,800 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
^

S ome specialisations only. Students studying in the on-campus mode attend both the Clayton and
the Peninsula campuses and some travel between campuses is expected.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration3
requirements2

ELIGIBILITY1
Bachelor’s degree in nursing (or equivalent)

Credit (60%)

2

Bachelor’s degree in nursing (or equivalent) + a
minimum of two years’ full-time equivalent relevant
professional experience in nursing4

Credit (60%)

1.5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related field5

Credit (60%)

1

Monash English language level
Level B (see page 94).

The Master of Advanced Nursing prepares you for leadership roles in
management and education.
You’ll develop advanced-practice knowledge and leadership in specialist
practice, including skills to plan, implement, coordinate and evaluate
healthcare, as well as the ability to formulate policy for a diverse and
multicultural society.

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Advanced Nursing
• Graduate Diploma of Advanced Nursing

The program has flexible teaching delivery options, and offers a range of
individual career pathways, including nursing, education or management
positions within industry or government.
Most specialisations can be taken by coursework, or a combination of
coursework and research.

Specialisations
•
•
•
•

Advanced nursing studies (Clayton, Peninsula)
Disaster nursing (Peninsula)
Nursing education (Peninsula)
Nursing leadership and management (Clayton)

1 There are a limited number of places for this course. Admission is competitive, and you may need to meet a higher requirement to be offered a place.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
4 You’ll need to provide certified evidence of your current nursing registration in the country where you’re registered as a nurse.
5	Discipline study relevant to the specific area of specialisation.
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Master of

NURSING PRACTICE
COURSE CODE: M6016

CRICOS CODE: 068373J

RANKED TOP 15 IN THE WORLD
QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus )
^

DURATION: 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$41,000 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
^

T his course requires attendance at off-campus practical placements which may occur in a range
of locations.

From the very beginning of your course, you’ll be immersed in an intensive
program where you’ll develop your clinical experience and skills in an
environment that reflects what modern-day healthcare looks, feels and
sounds like. These clinical learning environments also use high-fidelity
mannequins that react to the treatment you give them, using the same
equipment you’d be expected to use in your hospital/clinical placements.
Clinical placements will be conducted in metropolitan and regional Victoria,
where you’ll put classroom concepts into practice on the wards and really
start to explore the science and art of nursing practice.
Once graduated, you’ll be skilled in problem-solving and clinical
reasoning, competent and safe in your practice of clinical nursing
skills, and able to work within legal and ethical standards of practice to
provide high-quality nursing care.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) excluding a
Bachelor of Nursing3,4

Average
requirements2

Duration

Credit (60%)

2

Special requirements
Upon enrolment you’ll be asked to:
• comply with the mandatory immunisation requirements in readiness for
clinical/fieldwork placements
• obtain a Police Check (annual requirement)
• obtain a Working with Children Check
• obtain a National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Worker Screening
check.

Extra requirements
In addition to meeting the Monash English requirement, applicants must
demonstrate English language proficiency either by providing a written
declaration that English is their primary language or evidence that they
have achieved the minimum English language test results as specified in
the NMBA English language skills registration standard, or hold current
registration with APRHA as an enrolled nurse. For more information, visit
monash.edu/study/course/M6016

Monash English language level5
Level D (see page 94).

Professional recognition
Successful completion of the course will lead to eligibility for registration
as a registered nurse with the Nursing and Midwifery Board of Australia
(NMBA) provided that you’ve also met the current NMBA Registration
standard: English language skills. Registration with the NMBA is a legal
requirement for practicing as a registered nurse in Australia.

1	There are limited places available in this course. The entry score is only indicative.
2	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
3	Applicants who are already registered nurses in Australia aren’t eligible for admission to this course.
4	You’ll need to provide evidence of previous tertiary-level study of a minimum of one six-credit-point unit in human anatomy/physiology (or a related area) from any recognised tertiary institution or the Monash Human Biology
short course, which has been assessed as equivalent to this requirement. For further details, visit monash.edu/humanbiology
5	Other rules apply to comply with the Australian Health Practitioner Regulation Agency registration standards and English language requirements. Further information will be available at monash.edu/study
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OCCUPATIONAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
COURSE CODE: M6026

CRICOS CODE: 028957E

Graduate diploma of

OCCUPATIONAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH
COURSE CODE: M5018

CRICOS CODE: 037854D

LOCATION: ALFRED HOSPITAL (on campus*)

LOCATION: ALFRED HOSPITAL (on campus, multi-modal^)

DURATION: 1.5 YEARS (full time)

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

T his course is only available to international students in on-campus mode. All students are
required to attend a number of compulsory blocks of on-campus/on-site study days.

^ A ll students are required to attend a number of compulsory blocks of on campus/on-site study
days.

You’ll learn to systematically control related hazards and exposures
within a broad range of workplace and community environments.

We recognise that medical practitioners, nurses, allied health
personnel, scientists and OHS managers need to develop adaptable
and responsible skills as OHS and environmental health practitioners.

*

You’ll be equipped to take responsibility for high-level independent
judgements, and initiate, implement and evaluate risk management
interventions within varied occupational and environmental contexts.
This course is particularly suited to medical practitioners, nurses,
allied health personnel, scientists, and occupational health and safety
managers. It’s offered by off-campus learning, however compulsory
block attendance is required each semester.

Professional Accreditation
This course is professionally accredited by the Australian OHS Education
Accreditation Board.

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

This course will give you the opportunity to gain the skills and knowledge
necessary to responsibly provide preventive health services to both reduce
the health impacts of disease and injury, and assist to systematically
address hazards arising from workplaces and within communities.

Professional Accreditation
This course is professionally accredited by the Australian OHS
Education Accreditation Board.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Entry requirements

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field

Average
requirements1

Duration

Pass (50%)

1.5

Additional requirements
You’ll need to submit:
• a curriculum vitae showing relevant industry experience
• a statement of purpose (250-300 words max.) outlining reasons for
undertaking the course.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

MEDICINE, NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

Master of

Average
requirements1

Duration

Pass (50%)

1

Additional requirements
You’ll need to submit:
• a curriculum vitae citing relevant work experience
• a statement of purpose (250 words max.) outlining reasons for
undertaking the course.

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Occupational Health

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Occupational Health
• Graduate Diploma of Occupational and Environmental Health

1 In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
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Master of

OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PRACTICE
COURSE CODE: M6017

CRICOS CODE: 079265M

LOCATION: PENINSULA (on campus)
DURATION: 2 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: JULY

^

FEES: A$49,900 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

FIELDWORK: 1000 HOURS
^

T his course runs on a term, rather than semester, basis and commences in early July before
the official start of Monash’s second semester later in the month. The course requires full-time
enrolment over two years from July to May, and operates over 72 weeks.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY2
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) + either:
• a minimum of at least one six-credit-point unit of study
in human anatomy/physiology or a related area from
any recognised tertiary institution, OR
• Monash Human Biology short course4, OR
• BMA1901 Human Structure and Function as a singleunit enrolment at Monash

Average
requirements3

Duration

High Credit
(65%)

2

Special requirements
Become an occupational therapist in just two years with our accelerated
learning program.
This course offers 1000 hours of fieldwork education to meet the
World Federation of Occupational Therapists’ minimum standards for
the education of occupational therapists.
Our Master of Occupational Therapy Practice is an integrated curriculum
focused on scenario-based learning.
Working collaboratively with one of our partners, you’ll also complete
an extensive practice-based project in the community, and build
professional skills in communication and project management.

Professional Accreditation

Upon enrolment you’ll be asked to:
• comply with the mandatory immunisation requirements
in readiness for clinical/fieldwork placements
• obtain a Police Check (annual requirement)
• obtain a Working with Children Check
• obtain a National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Worker
Screening check.

Monash English language level
Level C (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Diploma of Health Studies

The Master of Occupational Therapy Practice is accredited by the
Occupational Therapy Council (Australia and New Zealand) Ltd
(OTC) and the World Federation of Occupational Therapists. This
accreditation enables graduates to work worldwide subject to
registration requirements of that country1.

1 International students should note that an IELTS of 7 is required to register to practice in Australia.
2	There are also limited places available in this course. The entry score is only indicative. Applicants who are already registered occupational therapists in Australia or overseas aren’t eligible to be considered for this course
(unless there is special permission from the course convenor).
3 In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
4 For further information, visit monash.edu/humanbiology
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Doctor of

PHYSIOTHERAPY
COURSE CODE: M6032

CRICOS CODE: 099968C

LOCATION: PENINSULA (on campus^)
DURATION: 3 YEARS (full time)
INTAKE: JULY
FEES: A$52,000 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
^

T he clinical component of this course, requires you to travel to a variety of health services and
agencies, which may include a rural placement.

This three-year integrated program will provide you with the
knowledge, skills and clinical practice experience required to work
as a physiotherapist, with a particular focus on the development
of leadership skills.
Building on an undergraduate degree in foundational sciences, and
learning from expert physiotherapists and researchers, the Doctor of
Physiotherapy will prepare you to work in public and private hospitals,
private practice, sports, aged care and community health, both locally
and beyond.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY2
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a relevant area of
study4

Average
requirements3

Duration

Distinction
(70%)

3

Special requirements
Upon enrolment you’ll be asked to:
• obtain a Police Check (annual requirement)
• obtain a Working with Children Check
• comply with the mandatory immunisation requirements in readiness
for clinical/fieldwork placements
• obtain a National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Worker
Screening check.

Monash English language level
Level C (see page 94).

Alternative exit

Professional accreditation

Graduate Diploma of Health Studies

The Doctor of Physiotherapy course is an approved program of study,
accredited by the Australian Physiotherapy Council on behalf of the
Physiotherapy Registration board1.

Career options
•
•
•
•
•

Cardiorespiratory
Gerontology
Management
Sports and exercise
Women’s health

1 Full accreditation is expected in 2023, when the first cohort of DPT students complete our program, in-line with the APC accreditation guidelines.
2	There are also limited places available in this course. The entry score is only indicative.
3	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
4 You must have completed your undergraduate degree within the last 10 years. Relevant areas of study MUST include human anatomy, human physiology, and biostatistics.
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PUBLIC HEALTH
COURSE CODE: M6024

CRICOS CODE: 094880G

Entry requirements

LOCATION: ALFRED HOSPITAL (on campus)
DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field with
a research honours, OR
a medical degree, OR
a Monash University Bachelor of Public Health, OR
A Monash University Bachelor of Public Health Science,
or a Monash University Bachelor of Health Sciences, or
Monash University Bachelor of Biomedical Science with
36 credit points of specific public health units6

DEGREE AWARDED

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.
Our flagship Master of Public Health is your internationally recognised
passport for careers in government, industry, and organisations
throughout the health sector.

Bachelor’s degree in a related field5 + two years of
relevant work experience7 + part 1 of a specialist
medical training program or current fellowship of a
specialist medical college recognised by the Medical
Board of Australia + current registration with AHPRA 8

Taught by Victoria’s leading public health experts and with strong links
to the Alfred Hospital, our Master of Public Health is highly regarded
in industry, the public sector and academia.

Monash English language level

Specialisations

• Graduate Certificate of Public Health
• Graduate Diploma of Public Health

Epidemiology
Global and Planetary Health
Health Economics
Health Policy

• Health Promotion
• Public Health
• Research

2

Credit (60%) 4

1.5

N/A

1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field5 +
two years of relevant work experience7

We focus on providing latest knowledge, practical research skills and
nurturing your ability to problem-solve. This means our graduates
are equipped with the full range of quantitative, analytical and
communication skills needed to work in and lead public health
programs, research and policy.

•
•
•
•

Credit (60%) 4
5

Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits

Career fields
Career fields include research roles covering clinical trials, large cohort
studies, data analysis, project management and field work; health
promotion; ethics, policy.

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for the shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
4 Or an equivalent GPA as approved by the faculty.
5	Related fields includes medical, nursing, allied health, other health-related degree; or in a non-related discipline, e.g. education, law, media, IT, journalism, communications, arts.
6	You’ll need 36 credit-points of specified public health units: one unit from HSC2300 or PBH2003; PBH2004, PBH2005, PBH2006 or PBH2008; two units from PBH3001, PBH3002, PBH3003, PBH3004, PBH3005;
PBH3009 or PBH3010; PBH3011 or PBH3012, or BME3032 or FOR3001.
7	Includes work experience relevant to the person’s undergraduate or higher degree, in professional practice, in a related field, or that demonstrates application/work experience gained in a relevant field. Relevant work
experience includes in the health industry (e.g. government, policy, provider, e.g. hospital, clinic), non-government organisation, academic or research institution, consulting, pharmaceutical company, etc.
8	Or equivalent registration approved by the faculty.
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Graduate Diploma in

REPRODUCTIVE
SCIENCES
COURSE CODE: M5010

MEDICINE, NURSING AND HEALTH SCIENCES

Master of

SOCIAL WORK
COURSE CODE: M6012

CRICOS CODE: 019066D

CRICOS CODE: 090746A

LOCATION: CAULFIELD (on campus^)
DURATION: 2 YEARS (full time)

LOCATION: MONASH MEDICAL CENTRE (on campus)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

DURATION: 1 YEAR (full time)

FEES: A$35,900 (2022 fees p.a.)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

FEES: A$42,300 (2022 fees p.a.)

PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE: 1000 HOURS

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

^

T his course requires you to undertake field education placements.

Gain broad knowledge and receive practical training in the applications
of reproductive biology in human clinical and veterinary medicine,
and explore the social and ethical issues these raise.

This course prepares you for a career as a professionally qualified
social worker.

You’ll be learning from an impressive calibre of guest lecturers. All
of our presenters are either academics with clinical backgrounds or
currently have active clinical roles in IVF and fertility centres across
Victoria, and many have internationally recognised careers.

It includes studies in theory, skills development and supervised
professional practice, and opportunities for group-based learning,
community engagement, practice research and integration of social
work theory and practice.

On completion of the course, you’ll be able to show a thorough
theoretical understanding of human and animal reproductive
sciences, and demonstrate practical techniques in human
clinical and veterinary reproductive sciences.

The theoretical content builds on the knowledge you’ll have acquired in
previous higher education, while the social work skills components and
professional practice introduce you to contemporary social work practice.

You may also qualify for admission into the Master of Clinical
Embryology or into higher degrees by research.

The course is accredited by the Australian Association of Social Workers
(AASW), and includes 1000 hours of supervised professional practice.

Professional Accreditation

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Entry requirements
Average
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in nursing or biological,
medical, agricultural or veterinary sciences, or equivalent
Credit (60%)
qualifications or experience in the reproductive sciences
gained after completing a degree in another field2

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Duration

Average
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY

Duration

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) and at least one year of
Credit (60%)
full-time studies in the social and behavioural science3
1

A master’s program which qualifies graduates to register
and practice in Allied Health4, education, medicine or
nursing

25
Pass (50%)

Special requirements
Upon enrolment you’ll be asked to:
• comply with the mandatory immunisation requirements in readiness
for clinical/fieldwork placements
• obtain a Police Check (annual requirement)
• obtain a Working with Children Check
• obtain a National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) Worker
Screening check.

Monash English language level
Level D (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Diploma of Health Studies

Career opportunities
• Mental health
• Community and human service organisations
• Child protection and youth support services

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table. There
are limited places available in this course. The entry score is only indicative.
2	Bachelor of Science should include a major field of study in anatomy, biology, biochemistry, genetics, pharmacology, physiology, microbiology, immunology or zoology.
3	Examples of suitable discipline majors within the Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Social Sciences degrees that would satisfy this requirement are, but are not limited to: anthropology, community development, counselling,
criminology, economics: with a health or social focus, geography with a human/social focus, Indigenous studies, international relations, philosophy, political science, psychological sciences, psychology, and sociology.
Examples of suitable degrees that would satisfy this requirement are, but are not limited to: education, health science, medicine, medical radiation science, midwifery, nursing, occupational therapy, paramedicine,
physiotherapy, psychology, public health.
4	Allied health includes: optometry, speech pathology, occupational therapy, physiotherapy, radiography/medical imaging, radiation therapy, medical ultrasound, paramedicine, dietetics, chiropractic, osteopathy, psychology,
podiatry.
5	Monash University Bachelor of Human Services graduates are eligible for direct entry to the Master of Social Work and will receive 24 points of credit, reducing the length of study from 2 to 1.5 years.
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Master of

Graduate Certificate of

COURSE CODE: P6002

COURSE CODE: P4004

CLINICAL PHARMACY
(AGED CARE)

CLINICAL
PHARMACY
RANKED NO.2 IN THE WORLD

LOCATION: ONLINE^

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

DURATION: 1 YEAR (part time)
INTAKE: FEBRUARY

LOCATION: ONLINE^

FEES: A$16,750 (2022 fee)

DURATION: 2 OR 3 YEARS (part time)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course.

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY
FEES: A$33,500 (2022 fees p.a.)

^

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
^

T his course is not available to international students who are holders of an Australian student visa,
for study onshore in Australia. However holders of some other categories of Australian visas living
in Australia, and students studying online and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this
course.

Clinical pharmacy no longer happens only in hospitals. With the growth
of patient-centred care, clinical pharmacy is being practiced in a wide
variety of healthcare settings.
This course will enable you to advance your skills in the provision of
clinical pharmacy services to patients with complex clinical needs, with
a focus on evidence-based practice and quality use of medicine.
You’ll have the option of completing the course through either the
coursework stream or the coursework and research stream.
In the coursework stream you’ll be able to select units to suit your
interest and career aspirations. These studies cover aspects of
pharmacy practice, clinical pharmacy, health-care related economics
and wound care.
If you’re a pharmacist looking to include a practice-based research
project in your study, the coursework and research stream will help
you gain specialist clinical knowledge in addition to advanced skills in
research and clinical pharmacy practice.

T his course is not available to international students who are holders of an Australian student visa,
for study onshore in Australia. However holders of some other categories of Australian visas living
in Australia, and students studying online and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for this
course.

This course will provide you with the knowledge and skills to implement
evidence-based principles into the care of older people.
Up to 95% of residents of aged-care homes experience one or more
medication-related problems. The recent Royal Commission into Aged
Care Quality and Safety has highlighted the need for pharmacists
to work collaboratively with other health professionals to improve
medication management. A 2020 report from the Pharmaceutical
Society of Australia outlines that new approaches are needed to improve
medicine use in aged care. This new graduate certificate aims to equip
registered pharmacists to develop and implement new pharmacy
services in this rapidly expanding and rewarding area of practice.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in pharmacy + registration
and employment as a pharmacist in country of residence1

Duration
1

Monash English language level
Level D (see page 94).

This course is designed to be flexible enough to fit into any pharmacist’s
professional development plan. The learning experience is both studentdriven and patient-focused.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY1

Duration2

Bachelor’s degree in pharmacy + registration as a pharmacist

3

Bachelor’s (hons) degree or equivalent in pharmacy
+ registration as a pharmacist

2

Monash English language level
Level D (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Clinical Pharmacy
• Graduate Certificate of Clinical Pharmacy (Aged Care)
• Graduate Diploma of Clinical Pharmacy

1	International students located in Australia wishing to study this course must hold professional registration to practice in Australia and have the appropriate visa to allow part-time study. All other international students are
only able to study this course in their country of residence. Students located outside Australia must also hold professional registration to practice in their country of residence.
2 Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
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Graduate Certificate of

COURSE CODE: P6005 CRICOS CODE: 105950C

COURSE CODE: P4001

PHARMACEUTICAL
SCIENCE

PHARMACY AND PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCE

Master of

PHARMACY
PRACTICE

RANKED NO.2 IN THE WORLD

RANKED NO.2 IN THE WORLD

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

QS World University Rankings by Subject 2021

LOCATION: OFF-CAMPUS^

LOCATION: PARKVILLE (on campus)

DURATION: 2 YEARS (part time)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

INTAKE: JANUARY AND JUNE

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY^

FEES: A$23,350 (2022 fee)

FEES: A$44,900 (2022 fees p.a.)

This is the total 2022 fee for this 24-credit-point course

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

	This course is not available to international students who are holders of an Australian student
visa, for study onshore in Australia. However holders of some other categories of Australian visas
living in Australia, and students studying online and living outside of Australia, may be eligible for
this course. Core units require that you attend eight days of on-campus seminars as part of the
Intern Training Program. These seminars are conducted over two full days, four times during the
year. Some elective units may require attendance at a Monash campus or affiliated location.

^
^

P lease note that the February intake is only available to the 1 and 2-year programs. The July
intake is only available to the 1.5-year program.

Brought to you by the world no.2 for Pharmacy and Pharmacology, the
new Master of Pharmaceutical Science will equip students with the
knowledge and skills that they need for a career in the pharmaceutical
sector, as well as in related industries such as cosmetics and food
manufacturing.
The Master of Pharmaceutical Science offers an alternative qualification
to a PhD, the traditional postgraduate pathway to employment in the
sector. Where a PhD focuses on the discovery of new knowledge and
the formal training to be a scientist, the Master of Pharmaceutical
Science offers students a breadth of expertise, plus industry knowledge
and experience.
The degree has been designed in consultation with major employers
to ensure that the course content aligns with areas in the sector where
there are skills gaps, and will culminate in an extended industrial or
research placement, offering students valuable real-world experience.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in science, biomedical
science or engineering3
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in pharmaceutical
science
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in
pharmaceutical science, OR
Bachelor’s (hons) double degree (or equivalent) in
engineering and pharmaceutical science

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Average
Duration2
requirements1
2
Credit (60%)
1.5

Distinction
(70%)

1

The Faculty of Pharmacy and Pharmaceutical Sciences offers two
complementary pre-registration programs for pharmacy interns.

Intern Training Program (ITP)
The Monash University Pharmacy ITP is undertaken during the pharmacy
internship year. It’s practice-focused, utilises flexible delivery methods,
and addresses all competencies required for initial registration as a
pharmacist. In addition, students can undertake further study in specific
areas of practice by undertaking elective units which cover pharmacy
practice, clinical pharmacy and economics relevant to pharmacy.
Completion of an accredited ITP is a prerequisite for registration as a
pharmacist in Australia.

Intern Foundation Program (IFP)
The Monash University Pharmacy IFP runs concurrently with the ITP.
The IFP recognises, supports and enhances workplace learning for intern
pharmacists.
The IFP is only available to intern pharmacists undertaking the Monash
University Pharmacy ITP.
Completion of both the ITP and IFP will assist you in your career
progression and enable you to graduate at the end of your intern year
with a postgraduate qualification.

Entry requirements
Duration

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree in pharmacy (or equivalent), or if you’re an overseas
trained pharmacist from a country other than New Zealand, successful
completion of the Australian Pharmacy Council Skills Assessment

2

Monash English language level
Level D (see page 94).

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3 You must have studied an appropriate engineering discipline e.g. chemical, biomedical or material engineering.
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SCIENCE

Master of

Master of

COURSE CODE: S6002 CRICOS CODE: 089231E

COURSE CODE: S6001 CRICOS CODE: 086157A

ENVIRONMENT AND
SUSTAINABILITY

FINANCIAL
MATHEMATICS

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Humanity is developing at a rate that’s giving rise to widespread
environmental, economic and social challenges.

Do you have an aptitude and passion for mathematics and statistics,
a keen interest in finance and insurance, and want to work for a major
institution in finance, insurance or the money market?

If you’re future-conscious and want to transform society through
sustainable solutions, this is your chance to learn the skills you’ll
need. This course will give you the training, language and tools
to be a leader in a rapidly growing field.

Our Master of Financial Mathematics gives you a deep understanding of
the finance world, and the ability to speak its language. Combining theory
with hands-on practical skills via an industry placement or research
project, the program ensures you’ll graduate with the skills increasingly
sought-after by banks and other financial institutions.

Get hands-on, real-world experience through an internship, or an
interdisciplinary industry or research project or thesis to help drive
innovation, and be taught by experts from multiple disciplines and
sectors who are leading the environment and sustainability agenda
in Australia and internationally.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field with a
strong mathematical content 3,6

Specialisations
•
•
•
•
•

Corporate environmental and sustainability management
Environment and governance
Environmental security
International development and environment
Leadership for sustainable development

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in mathematics3, OR
Graduate certificate or graduate diploma (or equivalent)
with a strong mathematical content 3,6
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in mathematics3

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3

Average
Duration2
requirements1
Credit (60%)

2

Credit (60%)

1.5

Credit (60%)

1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,4, OR
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field3 + a
graduate certificate or graduate diploma (or equivalent)
in a related field3,4,5
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related
field3,4

Average
Duration2
requirements1
High Credit
(65%)

2

High Credit
(65%)

1.5

High Credit
(65%)

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Financial Mathematics
• Graduate Diploma of Financial Mathematics

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Environment and Sustainability
• Graduate Diploma of Environment and Sustainability

1
2
3
4
5
6
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In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
Related fields include business, environmental science, humanities, science or social sciences.
A credit average (60%) is required in both qualifications.
Completion of units of mathematics with an emphasis on multivariable calculus, linear algebra, probability, statistics and differential equations.
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Master of

FOOD SCIENCE AND
AGRIBUSINESS
COURSE CODE: S6004

SCIENCE

Master of

GENOME
ANALYTICS

CRICOS CODE: 099361A

COURSE CODE: S6005 CRICOS CODE: 0101962

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

DURATION: 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY *

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.
*

This degree recognises the urgent need to address the future of human
food supply in the face of global population and environmental pressures,
and the dependence of human welfare and geopolitical stability on food
supply adequacy and accessibility.
The Master of Food Science and Agribusiness is a forward-thinking,
interdisciplinary degree, involving the faculties of Science, Engineering,
Medicine, Nursing and Health Sciences, and Business, as well as the
Monash Food Innovation Centre.
The Master of Food Science and Agribusiness integrates the knowledge
needed to recognise and address these future global challenges.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in science, engineering,
Credit (60%)
dietetics or health3

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in food science
or food engineering3

Credit (60%)

1.5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in food
science or food engineering3

Credit (60%)

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Food Science and Agribusiness
• Graduate Diploma of Food Science and Agribusiness

P lease note, February intake is only available to the 1.5-year program. The July intake is only
available to the 2-year program.

With continued improvements in DNA sequencing technology, genomebased diagnosis and health management, the healthcare system
stands at the gateway to a future where diseases are diagnosed early
and precise treatments provided. However, in the absence of enough
specialist genome analysts, we cannot translate and expand the
discoveries from genome sequencing to the healthcare system, and
ultimately improve health.
At Monash, we’ll train you in specific technical and professional skills
so that you’re equipped to help the world take the next crucial steps in
diagnostics and genomic medicine.

Entry requirements
Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) with at least first-year
biology or related discipline studies4

Credit (60%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field4,5

Credit (60%)

1.5

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Genome Analytics
• Graduate Diploma of Genome Analytics

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
4 Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty leading the specialisation.
5	Related studies include genetics, bioinformatics, biomedical sciences, or molecular biology.
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OUR COURSES
SCIENCE

Master of

GREEN AND SUSTAINABLE
TECHNOLOGIES
COURSE CODE: S6006

CRICOS CODE: 0101963

Master of

MATHEMATICS
COURSE CODE: S6003

CRICOS CODE: 096868J

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

DURATION: 1, 1.5 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)
Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

The Master of Green and Sustainable Technologies recognises the
increasing demand for graduates with expertise in green chemistry
to lead the transformation of chemical and other industries where the
chemistry and chemical engineering play a crucial role, in delivering
the products coming from those industries.
As a student in this program, you’ll have the opportunity to design
and implement new products and processes that will highlight the
role that chemistry has to play in addressing the UN Sustainable
Development Goals.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY

Average
Duration2
requirements1

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field with at least
first-year chemistry studies3,4

Credit (60%)

2

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related field3,5

Credit (60%)

1.5

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in either
chemistry or biochemistry 3

Credit (60%)

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Certificate of Green and Sustainable Technologies

Mathematics underpins our way of life and our prosperity. Its importance
ranges from fundamental developments enabling new technologies,
to theories backing up scientific research, to analyses of our physical and
societal environments.
This course is designed for graduates with a bachelor’s degree and a
strong foundation in mathematics. You’ll acquire advanced knowledge
and skills in mathematics, and the capacity to use them to tackle
complex problems in a variety of situations.

Entry requirements
ELIGIBILITY
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in any field with
mathematics units6,7
Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in mathematics6 OR
A graduate certificate (or equivalent) or graduate diploma
(or equivalent) in any field with mathematics units6,8
Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in mathematics6

Average
Duration2
requirements1
High Credit
(65%)

2

High Credit
(65%)

1.5

High Credit
(65%)

1

Monash English language level
Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exit
Graduate Diploma of Mathematics

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty leading the specialisation.
4	You must have knowledge of composition and nomenclature of matter; physical, chemical, electrochemical properties of matter; drivers of molecular interactions and stability; quantifying chemical reactions;
principles of chemical analysis.
5	Related fields include chemistry, chemical engineering, biomedical science, materials science, biochemistry, or biotechnology (with at least 12 points or equivalent of second level chemistry).
6 Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
7	High credit (65%) average over four units in mathematics of which at least two units are at level 2.
8	High credit (65%) average in the completion of eight units in mathematics.
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COURSE CODE: S6000

SCIENCE

SCIENCE
CRICOS CODE: 096867K

Entry requirements

LOCATION: CLAYTON (on campus)
DURATION: 1 OR 2 YEARS (full time)

Average
Duration2
requirements1

ELIGIBILITY

INTAKE: FEBRUARY AND JULY

Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) in a related science
discipline3

High Credit
(65%) 4

2

Fees are per 48 credit points, which represents a standard full-time course load for a year.

DEGREE AWARDED

Bachelor’s (hons) degree (or equivalent) in a related
science discipline3

High Credit
(65%) 4

1

FEES: A$46,700 (2022 fees p.a.)

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.

Monash English language level
This advanced program is suited to science graduates with a bachelor’s
degree in a related discipline.
Our Master of Science is designed for two distinct groups of students:
the professional scientists aiming to extend their industry-related
knowledge and skills for career advancement, and those considering
a research degree.

Level A (see page 94).

Alternative exits
• Graduate Certificate of Science
• Graduate Diploma of Science

Specialisations
• Astrophysics
• Atmospheric science

• Earth science
• Physics

The degree you’re awarded will reflect your chosen specialisation.

1	In equivalent Monash University grading scale terms, a 100% scale where 50% is a pass. Your
prior qualification/s must be accredited to the equivalent Australian level specified in the eligibility
requirements table.
2	Even if you’re eligible for a shorter course duration, you may elect to complete the longer duration.
3	Or equivalent qualification and experience approved by the faculty.
4	A high credit (65%) average is required in the science discipline you intend for your master’s.
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OUR COURSES

We want as many bright minds as possible to benefit
from a Monash education.
Click here to learn about our scholarships program.

Image: Peninsula campus
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SCHOLARSHIPS
TO UNLOCK
YOUR TALENT
At Monash, we believe in unlocking your potential to make
a difference in the world.
Monash University is committed to attracting academic high achievers and producing internationally
competitive graduates.

MONASH SCHOLARSHIPS

EXTERNAL SCHOLARSHIPS

Monash International
Leadership Scholarship

Australia Awards

Tuition fees are paid for the duration of
the course for high-achieving international
coursework students. Selection is based
on academic achievements, application
statement and the student’s potential to
be a Monash University ambassador.
monash.edu/new-scholarships

Monash International Merit
Scholarship
A$10,000 is paid per year for the course
duration to high-achieving international
coursework students. Selection is based on
academic achievements, application statement
and the student’s potential to be a Monash
University ambassador.

Australia Awards are prestigious international
scholarships funded by the Australian
government, and aim to contribute to the longterm development needs of Australia’s partner
countries. Monash offers a range of courses for
the next generation of global leaders. To find out
more, see the Australia Awards Scholarships
information on the Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade website: www.dfat.gov.au

Other external scholarships
Monash has relationships with sponsors
from numerous countries worldwide. These
scholarships and sponsorships offer a range
of benefits to recipients to enable them to
study at Monash University.
monash.edu/scholarships

Monash International Tuition
Scholarship
This scholarship covers your course fees as
an international graduate research student.
Selection is based on academic achievements
and eligibility.

Monash Graduate Scholarship
A$28,373 is paid per year for the duration of
your research. Selection is based on academic
achievements and eligibility.
monash.edu/graduate-research/
future-students/scholarships

Graduate research scholarship
applications
You can apply to be considered for all
scholarships you’re eligible for, together
with your application for admission.
monash.edu/research-apply
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OUR COURSES

STUDY
GRANTS
At Monash, we’re committed to
helping you make change to the
world we live in. With International
Study Grants valued at up to
AUD$10,000, as a credit towards
your tuition fees, we’ll help you reach
your full potential and achieve your
career goals and aspirations.
As an international student applying to study a graduate
course at Monash University in Australia, you’ll automatically
be assessed for a Monash University International Study
Grant offer.
• You’ll need to have a conditional or full offer letter to study
at a Monash Australia campus1.
• Study Grants are offered at either AUD$5000 or
AUD$10,000 (depending on the outcome of your
assessment)2.
• Depending on the offer amount, this is paid in either one
or two payments of AUD$50002 per semester (and the
value is credited against your tuition fees).
• You must study a minimum 12-credit-point load per
semester to maintain your grant.
• You can defer your grant. However, to remain eligible,
you must take it up again in the same calendar year it
was offered.
Please note that Monash University International Study
Grants are limited, so we encourage you to apply early.

AM I ELIGIBLE?3
You must first apply for a Monash course. Monash University
International Study Grants are awarded based on select
eligibility criteria including:
• Study level – new commencing students undertaking
graduate degrees are eligible4
• Academic criteria – you must meet our academic entry
requirements and have a conditional or full offer letter to
study at a Monash Australia campus
• Citizenship – Monash is committed to providing equitable
access to education from under-represented regions
and countries. We’re also dedicated to building a diverse
student body cohort across our course offering.
For further information, visit monash.edu/study-grants

1	Study grants are offered at the discretion of Monash University Australia. Grants are limited.
2	The amounts, eligibility and conditions specified here are for international students
commencing study in 2022. Amounts, eligibility and conditions for entry in 2023 may
differ.
3	Please note that these Study Grants are not available for TNE or sponsored students.
Some courses may be excluded. Please contact the university to find out more.
4	International Study Grants are offered according to set terms and conditions which are
outlined in the grant offer letter.
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OUR COURSES
ART, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE
ADMISSIONS

ENTRY REQUIREMENTS
When you apply to Monash University for a graduate
degree by coursework, you must satisfy all of the following
requirements:
1. Minimum age requirements

You must be at least 17 years of age to enrol in a Monash University
course. Some exemptions may apply. For further information, visit
monash.edu/admissions/age-requirements

2. Academic and additional entry requirements
All Monash graduate courses require you to have successfully
completed a minimum of an Australian bachelor degree (or equivalent)
and satisfy the academic entry requirements. Some graduate courses
may also have additional and/or special requirements. Refer to the
course specific pages to locate these requirements.

3. English entry requirements1
All Monash University graduate courses require you to satisfy English
entry requirements. Different English entry requirements apply to
graduate courses, as outlined in this guide.
English entry requirements can be met in one of the following ways:
Language of instruction
You can meet the English entry requirements if you’ve completed
studies at an institution where English is the language of instruction,
communication and assessment for all aspects of study for the whole
of the educational institution, by satisfactorily completing half a year
of full-time study (equivalent to 24 Monash-credit points) in one of the
following qualifications:
• an Australian VET diploma level (or equivalent) that must be taken
within three years prior to the Monash course commencement date;
or
• an Australian bachelor’s degree (or equivalent) that must be
completed and taken within three years prior to the Monash course
commencement date.

1	If you have completed several measures of English proficiency over a period of
time, the highest valid measure will be accepted as long as it has been taken
within the time limitations as specified above.
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You may be required to submit documentary evidence in the form of an
official letter from the institution at which the study was completed.
This document must be written and signed by the institution’s registrar
(or other authorised person) of the education institution to the satisfaction
of the Monash University Academic Board.
English tests
If you have not met English entry requirements as outlined above,
Monash accepts the following English tests as satisfying English entry
requirements, provided it has been completed within three years of the
Monash course commencing date (other guidelines apply to selected
Monash courses where a two-year time limit applies):
• Academic IELTS (International English Language Testing System):
www.ielts.org
• Internet/Paper-Based TOEFL (American Test of English
as a Foreign Language): www.ets.org
• Pearson Test of English (Academic): www.pearsonpte.com
• Cambridge Certificate in Advanced English (CAE) and
Cambridge Certificate of Proficiency in English (CPE):
www.cambridgeenglish.org
Monash University reserves the right to ask students to undertake an
approved English proficiency test to meet English course requirements.
For more information regarding English entry requirements, refer to
the Admission to Coursework Courses and Units of Study Procedures
available at monash.edu/admissions-coursework-procedures
Please note that all entry requirements for Monash University are
subject to change.

ADMISSIONS

FEES
We’re committed to providing you with an ever-evolving, modern, student experience where you can take charge of your studies while being guided by highly
qualified educators who are informed by, and engaged with, industry and the community.
We’re investing in innovative learning environments to deliver collaborative, contemporary and flexible learning opportunities. We embrace the
opportunities offered by technology and innovation, and embed them in our teaching, in order to prepare you for any career you pursue, including those
that aren’t yet created.
Our blended learning environment – physical, digital and virtual – prepares you for the workplace, and makes your time at Monash both satisfying and
transformative. This underlines our philosophy that the Monash experience extends far beyond university.
In setting our fees, we take into account various factors, including the Consumer Price Index, teaching costs, market trends, demand for expertise, and
competitor pricing. We acknowledge that gaining an internationally recognised qualification comes at a cost, but we ensure that the price of our degree
programs mirror the true cost of delivering a premium educational experience where you’ll learn from some of the finest minds in the world.

Tuition fees
To study at Monash University, you’ll need to pay tuition fees to
the University. As an international student, you’ll be charged full
fees. Tuition fees vary depending on the course and the year of
commencement. All tuition fees and course durations specified in
this guide are in Australian dollars and only apply to courses studied
at Australian campuses. The tuition fees quoted are for 48 credit points
and are applicable to courses commencing in 2022. Tuition fees for
courses commencing in 2023 will be different.
Monash University reserves the right to adjust the annual tuition fees in
future years of your course. Any adjustment will be applied on the first day
of January each year for teaching periods with a census date thereafter.
monash.edu/scholarships-fees

Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC)

It’s a condition of the Student Visa (subclass 500) that you must hold
Overseas Student Health Cover (OSHC) for the duration of your stay
in Australia. Monash University requires all commencing international
students to purchase OSHC for the duration of their visa. If you’re
accompanied by immediate family to Australia as dependants on
your student visa, you’ll also need to purchase the visa-length
OSHC for them.
Your Confirmation of Enrolment (CoE), for student visa purposes,
will only be issued:
• once you’ve accepted your course offer along with payment
for OSHC; or
• provided proof of having a valid visa-length OSHC; or
• you’ve submitted approved documentation for exemption
from payment of OSHC; or
• nominated for Monash to purchase OSHC on your behalf with
Monash’s preferred OSHC provider.
monash.edu/fees/oshc
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MONASH ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEVELS

Academic IELTS

Pearson Test of English (Academic)

Internet-Based TOEFL

A

6.5

6.0

6.0

6.0

6.0

79

12

13

18

21

58

50

50

50

50

B

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.0

6.0

79

20

19

18

21

58

58

58

50

50

C

7.0

6.5

6.5

6.5

6.5

94

20

19

20

24

65

58

58

58

58

D

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

7.0

98

24

24

23

27

65

65

65

65

65

E

7.0

7.5

7.0

7.5

7.0

102

27

24

24

27

65

73

65

73

65

Monash English Bridging (MEB) entry requirements – for Monash University courses
If your English test does not meet the Monash University course’s English requirements for direct entry, Monash University
English Language Centre offers MEB. Upon successful completion of MEB1, students will have met the Monash University English
entry requirements. Some graduate courses, however, don’t accept MEB. MEB entry requirements are as follows:
Monash English
language level2

Weeks

Academic IELTS

Internet-Based TOEFL

Pearson Test of
English (Academic)

Standard
Level A

20 weeks

5.5 (no band less than 5.0)

52 (W15, S14, L5 & R5)

42 (W36, S36, L36 & R36)

15 weeks

6.0 (no band less than 5.0)

69 (W15, S14, L5 & R5)

50 (W36, S36, L36 & R36)

10 weeks

6.0 (no band less than 5, Writing 6.0)

69 (W21, S14, L5 & R5)

50 (W50, S36, L36 & R36)

20 weeks

6.0 (no band less than 6.0)

69 (W21, S18, L12 & R13)

50 (W50, S50, L50 & R50)

Advanced
Level B, Level C, Level D

15 weeks

6.5 (no band less than 6.0)

79 (W21, S18, L12 & R13)

58 (W50, S50, L50 & R50)

10 weeks³

6.5 (no band less than 6.5)

83 (W24, S20, L20 & R19)

58 (W58, S58, L58 & R58)

20 weeks

6.5 (6.5 in Listening and Speaking,
6.0 in Reading and Writing)

79 (W21, S20, L20 & R13)

58 (W50, S58, L58 & R50)

10 weeks

7.0 (7.0 in Listening and Speaking,
6.5 in Reading and Writing)

94 (W24, S23, L24 & R19)

65 (W58, S65, L65 & R58)

Advanced plus

Level E

W – Writing S – Speaking

L – Listening

R – Reading

1	The requirements for successful completion of MEB Standard, MEB Advanced and MEB Advanced plus are outlined at monashcollege.edu.au/courses/english/monash-english-bridging
2 The 2022 Monash University Monash English language levels are specified under each course by referring to the ‘Monash English language level’ section in this guide.
3 Not applicable to Monash University Monash English language level B.
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Writing

Speaking

Reading

Listening

Overall score

Writing

Speaking

Reading

Listening

Total score

Writing

Speaking

Reading

Listening

Overall band score

Monash English language
levels1

Each Monash course has an assigned Monash English Language Level that applies to Monash-approved English tests. Entry scores for each level are
specified below.
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To succeed at Monash, you’ll need excellent
English language skills.
At Monash College, we’re dedicated to preparing students for success
at Monash University. By completing an English course at Monash,
you’ll gain fluency in English, and confidence in the academic skills
required at Monash at a graduate level.

ADMISSIONS
ART, DESIGN AND ARCHITECTURE

HELPING YOU GET INTO MONASH
Choose your English pathway

Enter with a
full offer to
Monash University

Enter with
an IELTS
(or equivalent)
score

Enter with a
Monash English
Placement Test
or an IELTS
(or equivalent)
score

Introductory
Academic Program

Monash English
Bridging*

Monash English

We offer three tailored English language programs designed to meet
the specific requirements of the Monash course you’re aiming to enter.
When you apply, we’ll assess your current skills and place you in the best
program for your level and destination course.

English language courses

• Monash English (ME) – a course with flexible duration designed to

build on your current English proficiency and prepare you for entry into
Foundation Year, Monash English Bridging or your preferred graduate
degree.
• Monash English Bridging* (MEB) – a course designed to prepare
you for the English and academic expectations of graduate study
at Monash. The course is only available to students who’ve met the
academic requirements for their graduate course but have narrowly
missed the English language requirements. Duration of the course
is dependent on your current level of English proficiency. When you
receive your offer, you’ll receive a packaged offer for 10, 15 or 20
weeks, aligning to the intake of the University semester.
• Introductory Academic Program (IAP) – a five-week course focused
on further enhancing the study skills required for success at Monash.
To be eligible, you must receive a full offer to study at Monash University.
For entry requirements, detailed course information and intake dates,
visit monashcollege.edu.au/courses

The benefits of English preparation at Monash

IELTS Test

Monash English
Bridging*

Graduate degrees at Monash University

1. Be confident in the Monash teaching and learning style before you
commence your degree.
2. Benefit from our student-centric teaching style, giving you access to
your tutors for immediate and personalised feedback.
3. Be better-prepared for your Monash studies by learning academic
skills essential to all degrees such as:
• how to write essays and academic reports
• how to reference your sources
• how to deliver presentations.
4. Study alongside like-minded students who have the same goal as you
– to study at one of the world’s top universities.
5. Live in Melbourne while you study, and immerse yourself in the culture
and lifestyle. You’ll improve your academic English by attending class,
and your general English by practising during everyday life.

*

Not accepted for entry into all graduate degrees.
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APPLICATION PROCESS FOR
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
BEFORE YOU APPLY
Use monash.edu/study to check:
• the international entry requirements
• additional entry requirements – for example, details
of relevant work experience
• special course requirements
• fees
• closing dates
• when courses start.

When should you apply?

As early as possible. Some courses may close a few months
or a year before the start of the course, while others have
quotas. Aim to have your online application submitted as
early as possible. This allows time for your application to be
processed and can help to ensure that you secure a place if
your preferred course has limited places. Applying early also
gives you time to get your student visa, which can take up to
six months for some nationalities and countries.

HOW TO APPLY
STEP 1
Apply

STEP 2
Your application is assessed

All students must apply for a Monash University course online.
Please refer to the following website for a step-by-step guide:
monash.edu/admissions/apply/online

When your application is received, Monash University will assess your
application according to University entry requirements.

With your online application, please provide your academic
documentation, including academic transcripts, graduation certificate
and grading scales (indicating the pass mark and graduation
requirements if applicable). Alternatively if you are yet to complete your
qualification or haven’t received your final academic documents, please
provide your current transcript and indicate the qualification you are
studying in your Monash application, and we may be able to make you
a conditional offer. If you’re applying for a course that has additional
requirements, please also provide the necessary documentation with
your online application.
You’ll be required to provide original or certified academic
documentation (or other supporting documents) upon request.
For further information on certifying documents,
visit monash.edu/study/certifying-documents
Need help with your application?
Contact us:
	monash.edu/study/how-to-apply/enquiries/
general-international-enquiry
+61 39903 4788
Chat with Monash
If you’re applying through a Monash agent, please contact them for
assistance. Some agents may charge a fee for additional services,
so please ask what these costs are before you make an appointment.
Please ensure that your agent is an authorised agent by visiting
monash.edu/study/agents-database

Monash University is obliged to check that you’re genuinely seeking
temporary entry to Australia to study. If the University forms the opinion
that you’re not a Genuine Temporary Entrant (GTE), it may refuse to
assess your application, withdraw an offer of a place, or cancel your
confirmation of enrolment.
If your application is successful, you’ll receive a full offer in the form of
an International Student Course Agreement (ISCA). Instructions will be
supplied on how to accept your offer, including the fees and Overseas
Student Health Cover (OSHC) you need to pay.
If we’re not able to make you a full offer immediately, you may receive
a conditional offer. A conditional offer means you must submit more
information and meet the requirements specified in the ISCA. Usually,
the information we need is documentation (for example, official final
transcript, graduation certificate or an English proficiency test) to
see if you meet the specific entry requirements for the course you’ve
applied for. We’ll explain what’s needed in the ISCA. Please submit the
documentation to us as soon as possible, or contact us if you need any
help. If you’re not successful for your first preference, your application
will be considered for your next preference.

STEP 3
Accepting your offer
To accept your offer, you need to follow the instructions in your ISCA.
You must complete, sign and return Part A of your ISCA, along with
payment and a photocopy of the personal details page of your passport
to Central Admissions, before the offer-lapse date. Your payment may
include OSHC (as specified in your ISCA) for the duration of your visa
for yourself and any family members accompanying you to Australia.
When making payment it should be noted that:
• Monash University doesn’t accept cash;
• dishonoured bank drafts may incur additional bank fees, and
• you may need to notify your bank of large deductions on your
account.
Bank drafts will need to be mailed to Central Admissions. Please ensure
you include your full name and Monash student ID on the back of the
bank draft.
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Defer your studies

If you decide to delay your course commencement date, you have the option to apply to defer your studies. Monash generally allows
deferment of study up to a maximum of twelve months, or longer in exceptional circumstances. You can send your deferral request to
mu.documents@monash.edu.
Other deferral guidelines apply, refer to: monash.edu/study/how-to-apply/after-you-apply/defer-or-change-your-course

STEP 4
We send you a Confirmation of Enrolment (CoE)
and enrolment package

International students under 18

You’ll need the CoE to apply for a student visa. See below information
on how to arrange your student visa.

You need to show that you’ll be living either:
• with a parent, custodian or eligible relative, or
• in a Monash-approved caregiver and accommodation arrangement.

Once you accept your full ISCA or packaged ISCA (with no academic
conditions specified you’ll receive a CoE and an invitation to set up
your electronic Monash account and enrol online in units of study.

You need to plan your course and enrol early so that you can get the
best possible start. Information about enrolment process and coursespecific enrolment and arrival dates are available at monash.edu/
get-started
Following this, you’ll receive:
• your welcome letter, and
• Destination Monash – your complete guide to living in Australia and
studying at Monash University, and
• a series of emails with useful information and resources to help with
your transition to Monash.

STEP 5
Arrange your student visa

The Department of Home Affairs (DHA) is responsible for issuing visas
for entry to Australia. In general, as an international student you’ll need
a student visa to study at Monash, and under a student visa, you may
only enrol in a Commonwealth Register of Institutions and Courses for
Overseas Students (CRICOS) registered course.
You’re advised not to commence the visa application process
until you’ve been issued with your CoE. You must keep in mind that
your student visa application may take up to six months or more,
depending on your nationality and country of residence. When
applying for a student visa, you’ll need to meet all core visa criteria,
such as the GTE requirement, good character and health criteria.
Financial capacity and English language proficiency documentation
may also be required.
Further information can be located at:
• monash.edu/study/visa-requirements
• monash.edu/connect/student-visa

If you’re under 18 when you start your course at Monash University,
you need to have your caregiver and accommodation arrangements
approved before applying for your student visa. If you later make
changes to these arrangements, make sure to get them approved to
comply with your visa conditions.

For full details, refer to: monash.edu/students/under-18

STEP 6
Register your arrival and attend orientation
Make your own travel arrangements, aiming to arrive in Melbourne
at least two weeks before orientation. Orientation activities at Monash
University happen before the semester starts and are designed to
help you settle in. Some orientation activities focus on providing more
information about your studies, while other activities are designed
to help you meet new people and become familiar with our amazing
campuses. Use the orientation ePlanner to create a personalised
orientation plan. Visit orientation.monash
If you wish to use our airport reception service, you need to complete
and return the request form available at monash.edu/study/bookyour-airport-reception
If you require help with arranging accommodation,
visit monash.edu/study/student-life/accommodation
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